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Resumen
En la u´ltima de´cada la tecnolog´ıa la´ser se ha convertido en una herramienta
imprescindible en la fabricacio´n de dispositivos fotovoltaicos, muy especial-
mente en aquellos basados en tecnolog´ıa de la´mina delgada. Independiente-
mente de crisis coyunturales en el sector, la evolucio´n en los pro´ximos an˜os
de estas tecnolog´ıas seguira´ aprovecha´ndose de la flexibilidad y calidad de
proceso de la herramienta la´ser para la consecucio´n de los dos objetivos
ba´sicos que hara´n de la fotovoltaica una opcio´n energe´tica econo´micamente
viable: la reduccio´n de costes de fabricacio´n y el aumento de eficiencia de
los dispositivos.
Dentro de las tecnolog´ıas fotovoltaicas de la´mina delgada, la tecnolog´ıa
de dispositivos basados en silicio amorfo ha tenido un gran desarrollo en
sistemas esta´ndar en configuracio´n de superestrato, pero su limitada efi-
ciencia hace que su supervivencia futura pase por el desarrollo de formatos
en configuracio´n de substrato sobre materiales flexibles de bajo coste. En
esta aproximacio´n, las soluciones industriales basadas en la´ser actualmente
disponibles para la interconexio´n monol´ıtica de dispositivos no son aplica-
bles, y desde hace an˜os se viene investigando en la bu´squeda de soluciones
apropiadas para el desarrollo de dichos procesos de interconexio´n de forma
que sean transferibles a la industria.
En este contexto, esta Tesis propone una aproximacio´n completamente orig-
inal, demostrando la posibilidad de ejecutar una interconexio´n completa de
estos dispositivos irradiando por el lado de la la´mina (es decir de forma com-
patible con la opcio´n de configuracio´n de substrato y, valga la redundancia,
con el substrato del dispositivo opaco), y con fuentes la´ser emitiendo en
UV. Este resultado, obtenido por primera vez a nivel internacional con este
trabajo, aporta un conocimiento revelador del verdadero potencial de estas
fuentes en el desarrollo industrial futuro de estas tecnolog´ıas. Si bien muy
posiblemente la solucio´n industrial final requiera de una solucio´n mixta con
el empleo de fuentes en UV y, posiblemente, en otras longitudes de onda,
esta Tesis y su planteamiento novedoso aportan un conocimiento de gran
valor a la comunidad internacional por la originalidad del planteamiento
seguido, los resultados parciales encontrados en su desarrollo (un nu´mero
importante de los cuales han aparecido en revistas del JCR que recogen en
la actualidad un nu´mero muy significativo de citas) y porque saca adema´s a
la luz, con las consideraciones f´ısicas pertinentes, las limitaciones intr´ınsecas
que el desarrollo de procesos de ablacio´n directa selectiva con la´seres UV
en parte de los materiales utilizados presenta en el rango temporal de in-
teraccio´n de ns y ps.
En este trabajo se han desarrollado y optimizado los tres pasos esta´ndar de
interconexio´n (los habitualmente denominados P1, P2 y P3 en la industria
fotovoltaica) demostrando las ventajas y limitaciones del uso de fuentes en
UV tanto con ancho temporal de ns como de ps. En particular destaca,
por el e´xito en los resultados obtenidos, el estudio de procesos de ablacio´n
selectiva de o´xidos conductores transparentes (en este trabajo utilizados
tanto como contacto frontal as´ı como posterior en los mo´dulos) que ha
generado resultados, de excelente acogida cient´ıfica a nivel internacional,
cuya aplicacio´n trasciende el a´mbito de las tecnolog´ıas de silicio amorfo en
la´mina delgada.
Adema´s en este trabajo de Tesis, en el desarrollo del objetivo citado, se
han puesto a punto te´cnicas de ana´lisis de los procesos la´ser, basadas en
me´todos avanzados de caracterizacio´n de materiales (como el uso combi-
nado de la espectroscop´ıa dispersiva de rayos X y la microscop´ıa confocal
de barrido) que se presentan como aute´nticos avances en el desarrollo de
te´cnicas espec´ıficas de caracterizacio´n para el estudio de los procesos con
la´ser de ablacio´n selectiva de materiales en la´mina delgada, procesos que
no solo tienen impacto en el a´mbito de la fotovoltaica, sino tambie´n en la
microelectro´nica, la biotecnolog´ıa, la microfabricacio´n, etc. Como resultado
adicional, parte de los resultados de este trabajo, han sido aplicados exi-
tosamente por el grupo de investigacio´n en la que la autora desarrolla su
labor para conseguir desarrollar procesos de enorme intere´s en otras tec-
nolog´ıas fotovoltaicas, como las tecnolog´ıas esta´ndar de silicio amorfo sobre
vidrio en configuracio´n de superestrato o el procesado de capas delgadas en
tecnolog´ıas convencionales de silicio cristalino.
Por u´ltimo decir que este trabajo ha sido posible por una colaboracio´n
muy estrecha entre el Centro La´ser de la UPM, en el que la autora de-
sarrolla su labor, y el Grupo de Silicio Depositado del Centro de Inves-
tigaciones Energe´ticas, Medioambientales y Tecnolo´gicas, CIEMAT, que,
junto al Grupo de Energ´ıa Fotovoltaica de la Universidad de Barcelona,
han preparado la mayor parte de las muestras utilizadas en este estudio.
Dichas colaboraciones se han desarrollado en el marco de varios proyectos
de investigacio´n aplicada con subvencio´n pu´blica, tales como el proyecto
singular estrate´gico PSE-MICROSIL08 (PSE-120000-2006-6), el proyecto
INNDISOL (IPT-420000-2010-6), ambos financiados porel Fondo Europeo
de Desarrollo Regional FEDER (UE) ”Una manera de hacer Europa y el
MICINN, y los proyectos de Plan Nacional AMIC (ENE2010-21384-C04-
02) y CLA´SICO (ENE2007-6772-C04-04), cuya financiacio´n ha permitido
en gran parte llevar a te´rmino este trabajo.
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In the last decade, the laser technology has turned into an indispensable tool
in the production of photovoltaic devices, especially of those based on thin
film technology. Regardless the current crisis in the sector, the evolution of
these technologies in the upcoming years will keep taking advantage of the
flexibility and process quality of the laser tool for the accomplishment of the
two basic goals that will convert the photovoltaic energy into economically
viable: the manufacture cost reduction and the increase in the efficiency of
the devices.
Amongst the thin film laser technologies, the technology of devices based
on amorphous silicon has had a great development in standard systems of
superstrate configuration, but its limited efficiency makes its survival de-
pendant on the development of formats in substrate configuration with low
cost flexible materials. In this approach, the laser industrial solutions cur-
rently available for the monolithic interconnection are not applicable, and
in the last few years the investigations have been focused on the search of
appropriate solutions for the development of such interconnection processes
in a way that the same are transferable to the industry.
In this context, this Thesis proposes a totally original approach, proving
the possibility of executing a full interconnection of these devices by means
of irradiation from the film side, i.e., compatible with the substrate con-
figuration, and with UV laser sources. This result, obtained for the first
time at international level in this work, provides a revealing knowledge of
the true potential of these sources in the future industrial development of
these technologies. Even though very probably the final industrial solution
will require a combination of the use of UV sources along with other wave-
lengths, this Thesis and its novel approach contribute with a high value
to the international community because of the originality of the approach,
the partial results found throughout its development (out of which, a large
number has appeared in JCR journals that currently accumulate a signifi-
cant number of citations) and brings to light, with the pertinent scientific
considerations, the intrinsic limitations that the selective direct ablation
processes with UV laser present in the temporal range of interaction of ns
and ps for part of the materials used in this study.
More particularly, the three standard steps of interconnection (usually de-
nominated P1, P2 and P3 in the photovoltaic industry) have been developed
and optimized, showing the advantages as well as the limitations of the use
of UV sources in both the ns and ps pulse-width ranges. It is highly remark-
able, because of the success in the obtained results, the study of selective
ablation processes in transparent conductive oxide (in this work used as a
front and back contact), that has generated results, of excellent interna-
tional scientific reception, whose applications go beyond the scope of thin
film photovoltaic technologies based on amorphous silicon.
Moreover, in this Thesis, with the development of the mentioned goal, differ-
ent techniques of analysis of laser processes have been fine-tuned, basing the
same in advanced methods for material characterization (like the combined
use of EDX Analysis and Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy) that can be
presented as true breakthroughs in the development of specific techniques
for characterization in the study of laser processes of selective ablation of
materials in thin film technologies, processes that not only have impact in
the photovoltaic field, but also in those of microelectronics, biotechnology,
micro-fabrication, etc.
As an additional outcome, part of the results of this work has been suc-
cessfully applied, by the investigation group to which the author belongs,
to the development of processes of enormous interest within other photo-
voltaic technologies, such as the standard technologies on amorphous silicon
over glass in superstrate configuration or the processing of thin layers in
conventional technologies using crystalline silicon.
Lastly, it is important to mention that this work has been possible thanks
to the close cooperation between the Centro La´ser of the UPM, in which
the author develops her work, and the Grupo de Silicio Depositado of
Centro de Investigaciones Energe´ticas, Medioambientales y Tecnolo´gicas,
CIEMAT, which, along with the Grupo de Energ´ıa Fotovoltaica of Univer-
sidad de Barcelona, has prepared the largest part of the samples utilized
in this study. Such collaborations have been carried out in the context of
several projects of applied investigation with public funding, like Proyecto
Singular Estrate´gico PSE-MICROSIL08 (PSE-120000-2006-6), Proyecto IN-
NDISOL (IPT-420000-2010-6), both funded by the European Regional De-
velopment Fund (ERDF), ”Una manera de hacer Europa” and MICINN,
and the projects of Plan Nacional AMIC (ENE2010-21384-C04-02) and
CLA´SICO (ENE2007-6772-C04-04), whose funds have enabled the devel-
opment of large part of this work.
1Introduction
The beginning of this work is framed at the start of a collaboration that our group
maintains with CIEMAT, where it is proposed the first monolithic interconnection by
laser processing of photovoltaic modules based on amorphous silicon in Spain. The work
was initiated with the first of the three laser steps that conform the interconnection,
i.e. the front contact removal to isolate and define the cells within a module. This
study assessed the effect of the laser wavelength on the process, and the results showed
UV wavelength as the best option to carry out the isolation, with good electrical and
morphological results [51].
At that time, the first patent of laser scribing with UV laser of transparent conduc-
tive oxide came to light [36]. This, along with the good results obtained for the first
laser step performed with a Diode Pumped Solid State (DPSS) UV laser source, lead
us to consider a newer and more original approach for the monolithic interconnection
than the one being performed at that time consisting in performing the first step, so
called P1, with Infrared lasers and second (P2) and third (P3) steps with green laser
sources through the glass substrates in backscribing configuration.
It has been observed that UV laser sources offer better behavior within a wide range
of materials [6]. This, alongside the possibility to reduce the size of the laser process,
leads to formulate a sole and different geometrical configuration, where the laser source
is the same for the three laser steps of the interconnection, and the processes P1, P2 and
P3 are performed from the film side in a direct scribing configuration. This approach
offers no restrictions as to the choice of materials which make up the devices and offers
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the possibility to opt for opaque substrates. More details about this will be provided
further in this work.
This thesis deals with the laser interconnection steps from the film side, assessing
the same for two different laser sources working at 355 nm of wavelength with two
different pulse-width ranges: nanosecond and picosecond. It this work it will be found
an exhaustive parametrization and characterization of the laser processes involved.
1.1 Photovoltaic Technology
Within renewable energy, research in photovoltaic power generation has always been
a priority. This research follows a clear objective: to increase as much as possible the
level of efficiency (and if possible leading to its theoretical limits) with lower material
and energy input to the device, and it is right on the achievement of this objective
where laser techniques are indispensable tools to convert solar photovoltaic energy in
an energetic alternative economically viable.
During the last few years laser technology has been used in manufacturing of photo-
voltaic devices based on standard cell technology. Thus the laser cutting of crystalline
and polycrystalline silicon, the edge isolation techniques and laser buried contacts are
usual in production processes. Amongst the technologies based on thin film (CdTe,
CIS / CIGS or a-Si:H) laser techniques acquire a yet more relevant and clear strategic
role. In particular, laser ablation techniques in thin film modules (laser scribing) have
proven to be the most effective, and most industrially favourable for the monolithic in-
terconnection processing of these devices [2, 58]. Something similar happens in the race,
particularly active at present, to achieve the development of high efficiency crystalline
cells, where new techniques for laser contact definition (using point contact or transfer
processes), and new selective doping open up new expectations in improving the effi-
ciency of these devices. Even in devices and processes that are still in basic research,
such as organic cells or advanced nanotechnology processes to increase efficiency, the
laser tool appears as the ideal companion for the realization of the same. Such is the
current impact of laser technology in the photovoltaic manufacturing, and so spectac-
ular the future growth prospects, that it should be highlighted that this field appears,
at industrial level as the most dynamic in the development of new laser techniques and
systems, as well as the market with largest potential. This fact has been recognized
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by the companies in the photovoltaic sector, the laser manufacturers as well as the
integrators and developers of laser machinery, as a market niche that has completely
refocused its business in recent years. However, the strategic nature of these processes
in manufacturing makes the access to knowledge (especially scientific developments,
both theoretical and applied) very restricted. It is a fact that almost all technologi-
cal development has been done by the companies that today dominate the photovoltaic
area (Sanyo, Applied Materials, Oerlikon, Manz, etc.), leading the rest of the sector to a
strong dependence on suppliers equipment or developments with restrictive intellectual
protection. Thus, relevant references like Sanyo (which with its HIT heterojunction
product maintains approximately 4% of the global PV market [49]), dedicate a special
effort to develop new technologies to produce devices with laser techniques, to the point
of conditioning aspects that were formerly governed by pure electronic criteria, such
as the layout and film thickness [65]. Obviously, considering the importance of these
developments for the industry and its current dependence on a very small number of
manufacturers of specific devices or machines, public research groups have started con-
solidating the existing development, filling a large portion of the knowledge gap, and
opening a bright future to the partnership between laser techniques and high efficiency
and low cost photovoltaic devices.
1.2 Current Situation and Future of Photovoltaic Tech-
nology
For a long time the PV has evolved as a marginal sector within the energy market.
However, in recent years, the cost evolution has shown a steady trend in reduction of
the same, associated with an increase in annual market volume of around 40%, only
braking in 2009 (where growth was only 25 %) by the global economic crisis. However
in 2010 the sector’s recovery was excellent and the annual installed capacity doubled the
one from 2009 see Fig. 1.1 and almost doubled up again in 2011, reaching a worldwide
cumulative installed capacity of 70 GW. However, the current situation in PV market
is highly volatile, and the prospects for near future are strongly dependent on the
economic policies adopted by the leading countries in this sector, specially the position
taken by the Chinese authorities.
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Figure 1.1: Growth of photovoltaic capacity installed worldwide since 2000.
These excellent prospects for the PV market may be still critically enhanced if there
was a definitive incorporation of photovoltaics for energy production in the countries
of the so-called ”sun belt” (region between 35 degrees north latitude and 35 ◦ latitude
south). A group of countries (China, India, Mexico, Indonesia, etc.) densely populated
(the region represents 78% of the world population), with an excellent location for
photovoltaic energy production, with an average GDP growth of more than 3.1% per
year and a spectacular expected increase in energy demand in the upcoming years.
But the realization of these excellent prospects has been possible mainly thanks to
the reduced costs of photovoltaic systems. In just five years, the unit costs have been
reduced by approximately 30%. This has been achieved through a constant technologi-
cal development of the sector, which not only has reduced drastically the manufacturing
costs of the devices, but also increased their efficiency making the overall cost of elec-
tricity generation gradually lower and providing the industry with a very promising
future.
From the technological point of view, photovoltaics is still dominated by crystalline
silicon-based devices (almost 90% market share in 2010), but all forecasts point to a
relative market size for thin film and other emerging technologies growing in the coming
years.
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As mentioned, to date, PV sector has been dominated by technologies based on
silicon wafers (crystalline and polycrystalline). These technologies reported typical
cell efficiencies between 14% and 22% (between 12% and 19% in module) and now
suffering a market-based rejuvenation to reduce the amount of silicon that is used
without compromising its high efficiency.
This will develop new concepts for achieving the so called high efficiency cells (HE),
in particular by means of the innovation in the designs of front and back contacts, or
through the use of hybrid technologies combining thin film and conventional crystalline
cells (as heterojunction cells). The really relevant fact is that laser technology appears
as essential to achieve the goal of cost reduction and increased efficiency.
Focusing on thin film technology, where this work is centred, this has the advantage
of using very little material that is grown on low cost substrates, allowing the design
and implementation of flexible modules with advanced manufacturing techniques like
roll-to-roll.
Currently there are four types of thin film modules in the market: single junc-
tion amorphous silicon, multijunction amorphous silicon, chalcogenides technologies
(CIS/CIGS) and CdTe modules [18, 28, 39]. The first two, which traditionally go
under the name of thin-film silicon technology, are based on the use of thin film amor-
phous silicon as a semiconductor material [8]. But, while the single junction module
has a very low cost in production with low efficiency (7-8%), and can be produced with
sizes of several square meters which helps to reduce the production cost, the multijunc-
tion adds additional layers to the structure (including microcrystalline silicon), which
increases the efficiency (up to 10%) and module stability, but consists in having to sig-
nificantly reduce the deposited area, which limits their use for example in architectural
integration. CdTe technology is the one with lower production costs, and its efficiency
(around 11%) is very reasonable. However, the toxicity and the lack of materials that
are used in this technology, do not make it a sustainable alternative over time, at least
when it is compared to its competitors. Fig. 1.2 presents the most important thin film
module technologies with its corresponding device standard efficiencies.
CuInSe2 (CIS) and Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) are two of the most promising materials
for thin-film photovoltaic devices due to the suitability of its bandgap and its high-
absorption coefficient for solar radiation. Recently, the efficiency of CIGS thin-film
solar cells has reached 20.3%. In commercial modules currently has reached up to
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(a) Cd/Te Typical efficiency 12 % Image: First Solar
(b) CIS/CIGS Typical efficiency 12-14% Image: Global
(c) a-Si:H Typical efficiency 7-8% Image: T-Solar
Figure 1.2: Three mayor thin film technologies in the current market with their corre-
sponding typical efficiencies
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14%, making this technology the most promising in the field of thin film. However,
dependence of a scarce and expensive material as the Indium (which also depends on
the TFT industry) and Gallium can cause current cost increases, so finding alternative
materials in CIGS has now become crucial.
Finally it is necessary to discuss what is the current status of concepts such as
Organic photovoltaic (OPV) cells Fig. 1.3. The so-called ’third generation’ of solar
technology offers exciting opportunities thanks to the potential for very cheap manu-
facture, lightweight and compatibility with flexible substrates, which means they are
ideal for portable electronic device applications. This new OPV technology is a signifi-
cant breakthrough as scientists have addressed the problem of low output voltage when
the module is in low light levels or partial shading, taking an important step towards
rolling out cheap OPV cells in low-power portable electronics.
Figure 1.3: Organic photovoltaic module.(Source: Heliatek GmbH)
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1.3 Laser Monolithic Interconnection of Thin Film Mod-
ules
Although historically laser processes were first used in photovoltaic technologies based
on crystalline silicon (mainly for cutting edge and isolation of cells), its main potential
field has proven to be the fabrication of thin film modules [19]. We have already men-
tioned that there are currently three main groups of thin-film modules in the market,
based on a-Si:H , and the chalcogenide (CIS / CIGS) and CdTe based.
In these technologies, the deposit of material over large areas makes necessary, for
the device to be functional, to subdivide the area into smaller cells that have to be
connected in series to draw the current of the device properly [12, 33]. This process
alternates deposition steps processes and the definition of lines by selective ablation,
removing selectively the contact and semiconductor layers in order to achieve monolithic
interconnection [24, 55]. This selective removal is made almost exclusively by laser
ablation in the case of amorphous silicon modules and combines laser ablation and
mechanical processes for CdTe and CIGS technologies, although the current trend is
to substitute as much as possible the mechanical steps by laser ablation processes [53].
As an example Fig. 1.4 shows the manufacturing process flow of a module of a-Si:H.
Figure 1.4: Process flow for manufacturing a module by monolithic interconnection.
Thin-film solar cell devices are configured in either substrate or a superstrate struc-
ture shown in Fig. 1.5. For superstrate configuration, the substrate is transparent and
the contact is made by a conducting oxide coating on the substrate. For substrate
configuration, where the light is entering through the last deposited layer, the proper
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substrate can be metal or metallic coating on a glass/polymer substrate which also acts
as the back contact [39].
Figure 1.5: Superstrate/Substrate configuration attending to the material sequence de-
position
The monolithic interconnection of the cells is fully industrialized and performed by
laser scribing for the superstrate structure configuration of thin film a-Si:H modules,
where the substrate must be transparent and the front contact is made by a TCO
(transparent conductive oxide) coated on the substrate (see Fig. 1.5). These configura-
tion allows to tackle the material removal by laser backscribing process, this is carrying
it out from the substrate side, commonly glass, as it is transparent with good thermo-
physical properties and with a mature industry capable to provide the quality required
for this technology [3, 13, 14].
Fig. 1.6a depicts the three laser steps to conclude the interconnection in superstrate
configuration. The three steps ( so-called P1, P2 and P3) for monolithic interconnection
of solar cells within modules are nowadays defined by DPSS laser sources working at
IR (λ= 1064 nm) and VIS (λ= 532 nm) wavelengths for thin film module fabrication.
It is important to highlight again the backscribing configuration to carry out P2 and
P3, where the laser comes into contact with the material through the glass substrate,
restricting the latter to be transparent to the laser radiation.
The aim of this thesis is to carry out the interconnection by laser scribing in a
different approach to the one described above. This thesis treats this interconnection
in a different geometric approach (Fig.1.6b), whereas the backscribing laser processing
tackles the P2 and P3 processes from the substrate side, obliging it to be transparent
to the laser radiation, this work tries to accomplish all the laser steps involved in the
interconnection from the film side. The laser process must be improved in order to
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(a) Laser back scribing
(b) Laser direct scribing
Figure 1.6: Laser monolithic interconnection for the two different structure configuration
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minimize shunting problems which are closely related to the inherent thermal affection
of laser irradiation at these wavelengths and nanosecond pulse duration. This work
moves towards the possibility of performing the three laser steps with UV laser sources
working at two different temporal ranges of pulse-width (nanosecond and picosecond)
in order to eliminate the thermal affectation and performing the process from the film
side, which makes the process suitable for the two different configurations (superstrate
and substrate) and other kinds of technologies (CIS/CIGS, CdTe) including opaque
substrates. Especially important is the picoseconds laser scribing evaluation, due to
the lack of literature in this subject and the fact that these laser sources have be-
come nowadays good industrial tools with high repetition rates, which allows the high
processing speed required for industrial application.
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2Laser-Material Interaction
For a better understanding of the material removal from the surface of the targets by
means of laser irradiation, it must be taken into account the physical mechanisms that
governs the absorption of laser light by matter. These mechanisms are very complex
and depend on the laser irradiance delivered into the target, the material properties and
the laser parameters (wavelength, pulse width, polarization, intensity, spatial energy
distribution, etc.). This chapter will describe these mechanisms bearing in mind the
difficulty to show them in a very detailed description.
2.1 Laser Solid Interactions
The absorption of laser irradiation in the material is generally expressed in terms of
the Beer-Lambert’s law:
I(z) = I0(1−R) exp(−δz) (2.1)
where I(z) is the laser intensity (W/cm2) at depth z, R is the surface reflectivity
and δ is the material absorption coefficient (cm−1). Normally δ is function of laser
wavelength. According to equation 2.1 the intensity of the laser radiation gets atten-
uated inside the material. The length which laser reaches before being significantly
attenuated is often referred to as optical penetration depth given by the reciprocal of
the absorption coefficient:
lopt = δ
−1 (2.2)
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As mentioned before the interaction mechanisms between laser light and matter
depend on the parameters of the laser beam and the physical and chemical properties of
the material. Coming to material response, in solids, light can interact with elementary
electronic excitations that are optically active. Therefore, the laser-matter excitation is
strongly dependent on the electronic band structure of the material. These excitations
occurs differently attending at the type of material [4, 5, 7, 9].
For metals, there is no band gap since the valence band overlaps the conduction
band and a significant fraction of the valence electrons can move through the mate-
rial which are called free electrons. The optical absorption is governed by free-carrier
absorption, which excites electrons in the conduction band to a higher-lying level by
Inverse Bremsstrahlumg and gains energy from laser beam. Energy is subsequence
transferred to lattice phonon by collision [54].
For semiconductors, the absorption of laser light predominantly occurs through
resonant excitations such as transition of valence band electrons to the conduction
bands (interband transition) or within bands (intersubband transition) seen in Fig.
(2.1). These excited electronic states can then transfer energy to lattice phonons.
Photons with energy below the material band gap energy, Eg will not be absorbed
(unless there are other impurity or defect states to couple to or if there is multi-photon
absorption). When the energy of the photon exceeds the semiconductor band gap
~ν > Eg, single-photon absorption could happen exciting a valence electron to the
conduction band.
For higher laser frequencies, but still below that required for a single-photon absorp-
tion, the multi-photon absorption with simultaneous absorption of multiple photons by
an electron can occur, the sum of the energy of all the photons absorbed must exceed
the band gap energy, n~ν > Eg. Hence, multi-photon absorption requires n photons
to interact simultaneously with a single electron. As photon density is proportional to
laser intensity I, the probability for multi-photon absorption scales as In. As long as
the laser field is present, this process repeats and the electron density in the conduction
band grows exponentially.
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Figure 2.1: Laser excitation of electrons. The linear absorption including (a) free-carrier
absorption (b) interband single-photon absorption. The non-linear optical process is found
in (c) interband multi-photon absorption, (d) avalanche ionization [66].
As it has mentioned above, energy is transferred to the lattice by phonon emission
and the temperature of the lattice is increased by carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon
collisions. These phenomena occur simultaneously during the first few hundred fem-
tosecond after excitation. When the thermal equilibrium of free carriers and the lattice
is reached, in several picoseconds, the temperature of laser-excited material can be
defined by conventional heat conduction means. After the thermalization, the spatial
distribution of the energy can be characterized by the temperature profile. The gener-
ation of heat and its conduction into the material establish the temperature gradient,
which is highly dependent on the applied pulse parameters and the thermo-physical
properties of the material.
If the incident laser intensity is sufficiently high, the absorption of laser energy can
result in the phase transformations of the target, such as melting and evaporation.
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Generally, the phase transformations are associated with threshold (minimum) laser
intensities, referred to as melting and evaporation thresholds. Melting and evapora-
tion are efficient material removal mechanisms in many laser machining applications.
Furthermore, the ionization of vapor during high laser intensity irradiation may lead
to generation of plasma due to the growing of electron density. At this stage, mainly
produced with nanosecond pulses, the high density plasma plume strongly absorbs the
laser energy by free-carrier absorption changing the actual energy received by the sur-
face. The plasma plume expansion could also lead to the generation of stress wave. On
the other hand, the laser-matter interactions are associated with mechanical stress due
to the thermal expansion or the propagation of shockwave, which could cause another
kind of ablation form exhibits as spallation in case the amplitude exceeds the bounding
strength of lattice in the target[10, 26].
2.2 Thermal Diffusion in Laser Irradiation
The above mentioned carrier excitation and energy exchange can be subdivided in
several ultra-fast processes which have been depicted in Fig. 2.2. The carrier excitation
happens at a time of several femtosecond order. The carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon
energy coupling occurs in a time of sub-picosecond level, and heating of the lattice
happens at approximately 50 ∼ 200 ps. Usually after a few tens of picosecond the
relaxation of energy exchange between electrons and lattice will complete. The time to
deposit the energy within these states is determined by the laser pulse duration [20].
Therefore, after the absorption of the laser radiation by the electrons, the energy is
transferred to the lattice on a picosecond timescale. For nanosecond laser pulses, the
laser can be considered a heat source and a one-temperature model is used to describe
the heat regime within the target material [56]. In the case of ultrashort laser pulses,
a two-temperature model is required to take into account that electrons and lattice
have different temperatures [7]. Defining the characteristic time τc to describe the
time required for the construction of thermal equilibrium between electron and lattice
subsystems, as shown in Fig. 2.2, the general so-called short and ultra-short pulses can
be separated by the characteristic time τc [66].
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Figure 2.2: Different time scale in the laser excitation of materials [66]
In the regime where the pulse width is longer than the characteristic time τlas >
τc (but still in nanosecond scale), although the laser radiation energy is transferred to
the electron initially, the electrons coupling their energy to the lattice on a timescale
shorter then the pulse width. Thus, the electrons and the lattice remain in thermal
equilibrium and the thermal wave propagation is mainly due to the heat conduction
by lattice. The spread in energy during the laser pulse combined with the spread in
energy after the pulse can lead to changes in the material properties. The region over
which these changes occur is denoted the heat affected zone (HAZ) and can exhibit a
number of significant differences relative to the bulk material.
Typically the optical penetration depth lopt (equation 2.2) is much smaller than
lateral dimension, which is in the scale of laser spot size. Considering the absorbed laser
energy as being directly transformed into heat, the material response can be treated
in a purely thermal way. An important quantity that comes out of these simplified
treatments is the thermal diffusion length [10]:
lth = 2
√
χτlas (2.3)
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where χ and τlaser are the thermal diffusivity of the material and the laser pulse du-
ration, respectively. The thermal diffusion length measures how far the energy spreads
into the material during the laser irradiation. Therefore, laser temporal pulse length
has a significant effect on the dynamics of the ablation process. In general, as the pulse
length is shorted, energy is more rapidly deposited into the material leading to a more
rapid material ejection. The volume of material that is directly excited by the laser has
less time to transfer energy to the surrounding material before being ejected. There-
fore, the ablated volume becomes more precisely defined by the lasers spatial profile
and optical penetration depth, and the remaining material has less residual energy,
which reduces the HAZ [45].
The damage threshold fluence, magnitude that will be treated in detail in next
section, for a material reduces at shorter pulse lengths and becomes more sharply
defined. However, even for these ultrashort pulses, there is excess energy remaining in
the material that can still cause thermal effects in the surrounding material after the
pulse has ended [34]. As it has been discussed before, another distinction of ns and
ps ablation is that the laser material interaction is separated in time from material
response and ejection. During nanosecond ablation, shielding of the surface by the
ejected ablation plume can reduce the amount of energy absorbed by the material
[69]. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the difference interaction with matter for short and ultrashort
pulses.
Figure 2.3: Laser-matter interaction attending to the pulse duration
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2.3 Laser Damage Threshold Calculation
Laser ablation is the removal of material from a substrate by direct absorption of laser
energy. The onset of ablation occurs above a threshold fluence, which will depend on the
absorption mechanism, particular material properties, microstructure, morphology, the
presence of defects, and on laser parameters such as wavelength and pulse duration as
detailed above. The fluence threshold is measured by means of visual damage evaluation
on the material surface as will be describe in following section 2.4. Owing to this matter
and to avoid misunderstandings with other physical phenomena broadly studied in
fundamental laser-matter interaction references, threshold fluence will be referred in
this work as damage threshold.
With multiple pulses, the damage thresholds may decrease due to accumulation of
defects. Above the damage threshold, thickness or volume of material removed per pulse
typically shows a logarithmic increase with fluence according to the Beer−Lambert
law (equation 2.1). This section describes the method used to calculate the damage
threshold of the materials involved in this work.
The damage threshold is an important parameter to compare qualitatively inter-
action with laser between materials. In this section we will discuss the theoretical
fundamentals for the damage threshold calculation taking into consideration the char-
acteristics of the laser sources presented in this work. This threshold will take an
important roll to unearth the proper parameters for the best development of the pro-
cess.
As the laser sources used at this work has a spatial and time Gaussian distribution
of its energy. The calculation method presented here is developed attending exclusively
to Gaussian distribution.
Pulsed laser ablation is characterized by two parameters, the damage threshold flu-
ence ΦTh, that is, the minimum energy per unit surface required to ablate the material
and the ablation rate Γ, which is the ablated depth per laser pulse. The latter depends
naturally on the incident laser fluence Φ and on the material properties.
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2.4 Damage Threshold Calculation for Energy Gaussian
Distributions
In order to calculate the damage threshold when a pure gaussian energy distribution
is assumed for our laser sources, the calculation is based on the well known work from
J. M. Liu [44]. This method is based in the achievement of the damage threshold by
the measurement of the craters diameter induced in the material by means of the laser
light interaction with it, this crater or spot will be changed in dependence of different
parameters such the energy per pulse, focus distance, material, etc. This method has
been used largely by other groups [48] as a experimental way to determine the damage
threshold for materials of interest.
Gaussian spatial and temporal laser pulses profiles follow the following formula to
describe their intensity,
I(r, t) = I0 exp
(−r2
ω20
)
exp
(−t2
τ2
)
(2.4)
Where I0 is the peak intensity, ω0 and τ are the spatial radius and the temporal
pulse-width at the (1/e2) intensity contour, r is the radial coordinate of distance from
the propagation axis, and t is the time variable.
The spatial distribution of the energy fluence is then given by,
Φ(r) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dtI(r, t) = φ0 exp
(−2r2
ω20
)
(2.5)
Where Φ0=
√
pi τI0 is the peak fluence at the centre of the beam. From this relation
and making the appropriate calculation a relationship between the diameter and the
fluence is obtained,
D2 = 2ω20 ln
(
Φ0
ΦTh
)
(2.6)
This equation is the based of the empirical method to determine the damage thresh-
old for Gaussian beams. Which is able to be derived from an appropriate fitting of the
experimental data. Then, considering the peak fluence as a function of the energy per
pulse Ep:
Φ0 =
2Ep
piω20
(2.7)
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equation 2.6 is related to Ep by
D2 = −2ω20 ln
(
piω0ΦTh
2
)
+ 2ω20 ln (Ep) (2.8)
The experimental calculations of the damage threshold will be presented in this work
attending to this procedure. The diameter of the crater is measured and plotted as a
function of its lnEp, obtaining the damage thresholds values ΦTh for all the materials
involved in this thesis.
In multi-pulse ablation, the damage threshold ΦTh (N) can be determined in a
similar way, corresponding to the relation D2(N) and energy per pulse.
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3Materials and Methods
This chapter will describe the experimental methods employed in this work with respect
to the laser process, deposition of the thin layers and the characterization techniques.
The chapter has been divided in three fundamental parts, the first one describes the
design and deposition of the samples, the second treats the laser systems used and the
last one deals with the laser process characterization.
3.1 Design and Deposition of the Samples
In this thesis two types of samples have been processed. For studying the damage
thresholds, single-layers of the materials which compose the devices have been deposited
on glass. The deposition techniques for single-layers are the same than for the stacks
of them that have been used for the laser scribing study; Table 3.1 shows in detail the
characteristics of the samples, providing information about the stack scheme deposition,
range of thickness of the analyzed samples, providers of the samples and the process
evaluated with them. To study P2 and P3 laser scribing steps, non-finished and non-
functional devices were deposited in order to evaluate the processes and achieve an
optimal result to be prove in final devices.
The amorphous-silicon layers were deposited by PECVD (plasma-enhanced chemical-
vapor deposition) in an MVSystems capacitive-coupled reactor yielding highly uniform
films with thicknesses in the range 300-600 nm. PECVD is one of the main techniques
for depositing hydrogenated amorphous Silicon (a-Si:H ) at low temperatures (lower
than 400◦ C) from a gas mixture with a process pressure between 100 and 100 mTorr
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Samples Thickness (nm) Provider Process evaluated
TCO
Glass/Asahi-U ∼ 600-800 Comercial
P1 , ΦThGlass/ITO ∼ 100-1000 Ciemat
Glass/AZO ∼ 100-1000 Ciemat, UB
Glass/Al ∼ 150-400 Ciemat
ΦTh
Glass/a-Si:H ∼ 200-500 Ciemat, UB
Glass/Asahi-U/a-Si:H ∼ 200-400 Ciemat/T-Solar P2
Glass/Asahi-U/a-Si:H/AZO
Unknown Gadir
P3∼ 800/400/70 UB
Glass/Asahi-U/a-Si:H/Al
∼ 800/300/150 T-Solar
P3
880/420/120 Ciemat
Table 3.1: Sample features used in this work
in a vacuum chamber. By applying a discharge through radiofrequency the silane gas
is decomposed. The a-Si:H layer mainly used in this work has been deposited by the
Group of Silicio Depositado from CIEMAT (Centro de Investigaciones Energe´ticas,
Medioambientales y Tecnolo´gicas) with the facility shown in Fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.1: PECVD system at CIEMAT facilities
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To assess the TCO laser ablation, this work presents commercial TCO based on
SnO2:F(Asahi U-type), from now on Asahi-U, ITO (SnO2:I2O3) and AZO (ZnO:Al).
ITO thin films were deposited by RF magnetron reactive sputtering using a Leybold−
Hera¨us Z400 system. An (SnO2:I2O3, 95/5-wt) target were sputtered with plasma ob-
tained form an Ar/O2 (95/5-vol) gas mixture. The deposition was carry out at room
temperature.
AZO thin films were deposited on 10 cm x 10 cm Corning glass 7059 in a commercial
MVSystems magnetron sputtering operating by RF power. The ceramic target for AZO
was (ZnO:Al, 98-2 wt) with purity of 99.995% and a density of 6.6 g/cm3. The target
to substrate distance was kept at 84 mm and the base pressure and working pressure
were 2.7 x 10−5 Pa and 0.7 Pa, respectively. The sputtering RF power was fixed at 60
W and the deposition was performed room temperature (RT) Fig. 3.2.
The deposition of the TCO samples was made again, thanks to the intimate col-
laboration with CIEMAT , they deposited a large extent of the samples used in this
work.
Figure 3.2: RF sputtering plant using a MV Systems device at CIEMAT facilities
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3.2 Laser Systems
Three DPSS lasers have been used throughout the experimental work presented here.
All the systems have as active medium neodymium doped crystals where Nd+3 ions
are trapped in a transparent solid. The excitation of Nd+3 ions provides the radiative
emission of 1064 nm of wavelength. This study is centred in the third harmonic wave-
length of such fundamental radiation, that is 355 nm of wavelength in the UV range
when the frequency is tripled by non-linear optics. As this thesis is centred in UV laser
processes the main wavelength of the laser used was 355 nm as it will be described
in detail below. Some works with the fundamental wavelength at 1064 nm have been
made in order to compare the influence of the wavelength in the laser scribing process.
The laser systems employed in this thesis are detailed as follow,
3.2.1 355 nm Nanosecond Laser Set-up
The laser source of the system is a diode pumped, Q-switched laser with Nd:YVO4
(Vanadate) lasing media crystal (HIPPO SPECTRA PHYSICS). The system comprises
three elements: the HIPPO Nd:YVO4 laser head, model J80 air-cooled power supply
and a chiller for cooling the laser head.
The laser head provides Gaussian beam 1064 nm output alone and include an
harmonic tripled module which is attached to the output end of the laser for 355 nm
output. To generate high energy pulses, two high-powered acousto-optic Q-switches
are place in the cavity to act as switches to turn the laser on and off from 15 KHz to
300 KHz.
The data specifications of the laser source are shown in table 3.2, along with the
typical performance data for 355 nm at different frequencies shown by the graph shown
in Fig. 3.3.
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HIPPO SPECTRA PHYSICS
Average Power 5 W at 50 KHz
Repetition rate 15 - 300 KHz
Pulse-width nominal <12ns at 50 KHz
Mode TEM00
Polarization > 100:1, vertical
Table 3.2: Laser specifications of HIPPO SPECTRA PHYSICS system for 355 nm of
wavelength
Figure 3.3: Typical performance data for HIPPO laser source at different frequencies
System control is provided by a graphical user interface (J-WIN software) that
contains controls and displays for monitoring and controlling the laser system. This
software allows to control the frequency of the system and current supplied to the the
pump diodes, which determines the final output power. For the study performed in
this work, maximum power at different frequencies were set, due to the fact that this
laser sources generally has an unwanted side-effect on beam profile when the power is
made by internal control. To avoid this problems and additional stability problems a
programmable laser beam attenuator (AT4040 OPTEC) is set in the system to control
the output power. This device works by shifting in cut-off wavelength which occurs
when a multi-layer dielectric high-pass edge filter is tilted with respect to the beam.
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The transmission reduces progressively with tilt angle in a non-linear fashion from 95
% to a low value typically < 5 % at 45◦ tilt.
The power monitoring is made in two places, the output from the laser head is
sampled using a beam splitter and photodiode that are placed between the output
coupler and the end of the laser, an additional measurement of the power is made at
the end of the optic path, just before the sample to be processed, this monitoring is
made by a commercial power meter (OPHIR Model Laserstar) with a photodiode head.
The beam is delivered to the working area via steering mirrors which direct the beam
to a scanner head (Hurrycan II 14 SCANLAB) via the power attenuator AT4040 see
Fig. 3.4. Before the entrance of the scanner head an iris is placed in order to remove
the diffraction and aberration defects of the laser beam. The scanner head directs and
focuses the beam onto the target via a lens with a focal length of 250 mm.
Figure 3.4: HIPPO setup scheme
3.2.2 355 nm Picosecond Laser Set-up
For the picosecond irradiation a Innolas ILS500 X system has been used. The sys-
tem integrates a SUPER RAPID laser source from LUMERA LASER consisting in a
mode-locked oscillator, a fast electro-optic pulse picker, an amplifier and a harmonic
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LUMERA SUPER RAPID
Frequency Average power (W)
kHz 1064 nm 532 nm 355 nm
100 12 8 4
200 14 8 4
500 15 6 3
1000 18 4 1.5
Table 3.3: Laser specifications of LUMERA SUPER RAPID system.
generator module which delivers Gaussian beam for the second (corresponding to a
wavelength of 532 nm) and third harmonic (corresponding to a wavelength of 355 nm).
The laser head is a rugged monolithic aluminium structure and is actively temper-
ature controlled. The oscillator is a diode-pumped passively modelocked solid state
Nd:YVO4 laser with a repetition rate of 50 MHz, with a typical pulse width of 8 ps.
The fast electro-optic pulse picker selects a number of pulses out of the picosecond
pulse-train to reduce the effective pulse rate. The laser is equipped with a Second and
Third Harmonic Generation Module. The frequency conversion into the green spectral
region (SHG, Sencond Harmonic Generation) is present in nonlinear optical crystals.
Third Harmonic Generation (THG) is produced by nonlinear crystal which converts
the doubled radiation and the residual infrared radiation (1064 nm) to ultraviolet laser
radiation with a wavelength of 355 nm by sum-frequency-mixing. The selected pulses
will be amplified to obtain the required energy. The pulse picker provides single pulses
at repetition rates from 0 to 500 kHz and group of pulses repeated from 0 to 500 kHz.
The amplifier uses the same gain material as the oscillator, Nd:YVO4 , which is well
known for a high gain cross section leading to a very high amplification. The energy of
a ps pulse is increased form 60 nJ (∼ 3W, 50W) to a maximum of more 30µJ (repetition
rate ≤ 10 kHz).
The data specifications of the laser source are shown in the table 3.3.
The system is equipped with high precision XY-table which utilizes precise linear
motors and high-resolution glass scales for each axis combine with a vision recognition
system that provides laser positioning accuracy to within a few microns.The system
also includes a high speed laser scanner head for the three wavelengths of operation
and the possibility to work with a short focal length optic with process gas nozzle.
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System also has an in-situ laser power meter, which can monitor the power before each
process.
The system control is provided by a graphical user interface that contains controls
and displays for monitoring and controlling the laser system along with the movement
of the axis and the scanner heads Fig. 3.5 provides a visual information of the scheme
set-up.
Figure 3.5: Innolas set-up scheme
3.3 Laser Scribing Characterization
3.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and EDX (Energy Dis-
persive X-Ray) Spectroscopy Analysis
In order to have a complete characterization of the laser patterning processes presented
in this work, SEM images and specially EDX analysis plays a main role when the
selective ablation takes place. The only way to assure the complete selective ablation
process is via EDX analysis as it will describe below in this section. SEM images will
give a good view of the surface after ablation process and EDX analysis will provide
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information about the quantity of material removal achieve by the same as long as the
state of damage of the substrate.
SEM permits the observation and characterization of a wide variety of materials on
a nanometer (nm) to micrometer (µm) scale. In the SEM, the area to be examined
or the microvolume to be analyzed is irradiated with a finely focused electron beam,
which may be swept in a raster across the surface of the specimen to form images or
may be static to obtain an analysis at one position. The types of signals produced
from the interaction of the electron beam with the sample include secondary electrons
(SE), backscattered electrons (BSE), characteristic X-rays, and other photons of various
energies. These signals are obtain from specific emission volumes within the sample
and can be used to examine many characteristic of the sample (surface topography,
composition, etc). Backscattered and secondary electrons, the principal signals used
to form images in scanning electron microscopy, are generated within the interaction
volume. These signals are capable of carrying information about specimen composition,
shape (topography), local fine-scale surface texture, thickness, and local inclination to
the incident beam.
Both secondary electron images (SE) and backscattered electron images (BSE) are
routinely obtained. In backscattered mode, a simplest contrast mechanism, compo-
sitional contrast, arises from differences in the local chemical composition within an
object under study. This mechanism conveys the type of information we normally
obtain optically with colour, that is, differences in colour are often the result of dif-
ferences in composition. Compositional contrast is principally a BSE number contrast
mechanism, with a component of energy dependence.
With characteristic X-rays, and by means of an Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis
(EDX) data can be acquired at predetermined intervals and then correlated to specific
features on the image. This system also allows EDX quantitative mapping software
that permits an accurate display of elemental distribution without concern for spectral
peak overlap. The maps accurately depict the weight percents within the elemental
distribution. Line scans can provide quantitative data across a line profile of the sample.
Area scans that can be varied in size or a spot analysis can be performed to obtain
the elemental composition at a specified location. In addition, those locations can be
referenced directly on the SEM image. Fig. 3.6 illustrates the different techniques
obtained with this equipment.
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Figure 3.6: Techniques obtained with the SEM EDX system available at Centro Laser
UPM
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The images shown in this work have been acquired with a Hitachi S-3000N available
in the Centro La´ser UPM. This system can be used to analyze materials at voltages
between 1-30 kV and at pressures ranging from <1 Pa to 270 Pa.
3.3.2 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
Confocal laser scanning microscopy has became in a powerful instrument as a charac-
terization technique in material science, since this instrument is capable to construct
three-dimensional (3D) images. By means of a non-invasive serial optical slicing 3D
images are performed. It allows profiling of the surfaces of 3D objects and multi-
layer structures such as the solar cells treat in this work by a non-contacting and
non-destructive method.
Figure 3.7: Confocal squeme
In Fig. 3.7 the confocal configuration is shown. The principle behind CLSM is to
scan a focused laser beam inside a sample and collect the reflected or emitted light
from the sample, while removing any light originating from outside of the focal point
of the laser beam. Much of the light collected by the objective lens to form the image
will thus come from regions of the specimen above and below the selected focal plane,
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contributing as out-of-focus blur to the final image, and seriously degrading it by reduc-
ing contrast and sharpness. Collecting individual slices in the xy plane, for example,
with small steps in the z-direction provides all the information necessary to perform a
3-D reconstruction of the interior of a sample nondestructively. The Centro Laser was
pioneer in the use of these instruments for material science characterization, as it had
the first confocal microscope for this purpose in Spain. Combining this technique with
SEM and EDX techniques allows better assessment of the laser scribing morphology as
can be seen in Fig.3.8.
Figure 3.8: Combination of three techniques in scribing morphology evaluation
In this work topographical images and profiles have been obtained with a Confocal
Laser Scanning Microscope (Leica ICM 1000). The equipment operation wavelength
(635 nm corresponding to diode laser emission) together with the objective numeri-
cal aperture and pinhole diameter gives final resolution in axial direction. In confocal
microscopic techniques, 3D images are obtained moving the focus plane and acquiring
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single images (optical slices) that can be put together building up a three dimensional
stack of images that can be digitally processed. Expected accuracy in step measure-
ments is about 50 nm that correspond to theoretical calculations according objective
specifications, however global accuracy in Z measurements is strongly dependent on
sample optical reflectivity. Higher reflectivities give better step measurement accuracy,
so the previous value must be considered a reasonable approach taking into account op-
tical behaviour of materials studied. Fig. 3.9 shows a 3-D reconstruction of an ablated
groove and the section used for profile measurement.
Figure 3.9: 3-D confocal topographical reconstruction with its corresponding profile
3.3.3 Raman Spectroscopy
Regarding conditions of the remaining material after laser irradiation for P2 and P3
steps, there are some experimental evidences supporting the formation of a heat affected
zone,where an increased defect density and microstructural modifications of the intrinsic
material seem to be induced due to thermal effects [55]. Although thermal effects are
mostly associated to the use of ns regime lasers, the generation and expansion of this
heat affected zone also depend on other laser radiation parameters, such as wavelength,
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repetition frequency, pulse energy spatial distribution and, obviously, pulse energy.
Furthermore, it is widely accepted that crystallization of a-Si:H can be induced by
means of ultraviolet radiation, with Excimer Laser Crystallization techniques being well
known for this purpose [32, 71]. In addition, some evidences of a-Si:H crystallization
by means of green laser irradiation have been also recently reported [57, 70]. On this
basis, microstructural alterations of the material closest to the ablated groove could
be also expected when using 355 nm wavelength lasers with pulse duration in the ns
range. Such modifications could lead to an increased crystalline phase resulting in the
reduction of the intrinsic material electrical resistance [65]. Hence, the material in
such region might behave as a leak path, degrading electrical properties of the device.
Due to the high spatial resolution of Raman spectroscopy, regions with morphological
modifications (closest to the groove edges) could be also studied with this technique
[59].
Micro-Raman spectroscopy, or Raman microscopy, is a powerful analytical tech-
nique based on the analysis of the inelastic scattering of light interacting with the
material under test. This technique provides spectra characteristic of molecular vibra-
tions (or of phonons in solids) that can be used for sample identification and/or phase
quantification. A Raman spectrum represents the intensity of the scattered light as a
function of the shift in frequency (i.e. energy) from the excitation light frequency. This
”Raman shift” is directly linked to the vibrational energy of the bonds between the
atoms within the probed material. More specifically, in the case of silicon thin films,
Raman spectroscopy is particularly well suited to discriminate between the amorphous
and the crystalline phase of samples processed with laser.
The deconvolution of Raman spectra that yields quantitative information regard-
ing crystallinity can, thus, be correlated to the material damage by means of the heat
affected zone generated during the laser scribing. In that sense, due to the high temper-
atures reached by the a-Si:H layer during the interconnection steps (P2 and P3), a heat
affected zone, mostly associated with morphological changes induced in the material,
could be generated around the ablated portion.
The different phases (amorphous or crystalline material) present in a a-Si:H sample
processed with laser result in different peaks on a Raman spectrum. This Raman signal
collected in the micro-Raman experiment is dependent on the depth distribution of each
phase. The relative proportion of each peak attributed to the amorphous and (micro-)
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crystalline phases on the Raman spectra of a silicon thin-film sample can, thus, be
considered as being an indication of the crystallinity of the volume probed within the
sample.
Figure 3.10: Examples of Raman spectra taken on our set up for different phases of the
silicon in a thin layer
Fig. 3.10 shows typical Raman spectra corresponding to crystalline phase (c) ex-
hibits a narrow peak centred at 520 cm−1 characteristic of the transverse optics (TO)
mode of the crystalline silicon phase . The Raman spectrum of an a-Si:H layer (Fig.
3.10 (a)) exhibits a broad peak centred at 480 cm-1. This is characteristic of the TO
mode of the amorphous silicon phase. The middle spectrum corresponds to the mixture
of the two phases (b).
The experimental set-up used throughout this work for collecting Raman spectra
is the compact Renishaw Raman Imaging Microscope, system inVia. This system
consists of a laser source for illuminating the sample and exciting Raman scattering,
this system is equipped with an Argon laser (Spectra-Physics 163-M42-010) emitting
at a wavelength of 514 nm (green light) and a Raman spectrometer where its lower
part expands and directs the excitation laser beam to the microscope. Subsequently,
the upper part processes the signal collected from the sample. Finally, signal detection
is achieved through the use of a sensitive charge coupled device (CCD) array detector
that is thermo-electrically cooled. The microscope can be used either as a common
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instrument for observing samples or as the interface between the spectrometer and the
sample during Raman measurements. It focuses the excitation beam onto the sample
through an objective and then collects the backscattered light by the same way. For
Raman measurements both 50X and 100X standard objectives were used along with
Long Working Distance (LWD) of 50X magnification, that enable Raman measurements
on the bottom side of thin films deposited on glass. The focused laser beam diameter
is about 1 µm with a 100X objective. Data acquired from the CCD are read, stored
and processed by computer, which also controls all spectrometer functions.
The excitation radiation could induce crystallization of a-Si:H thin films depending
on the power density employed. In order to prevent this effect, and previous to the
Raman analysis in the area of interest (vicinity of the groove), different laser powers
were tested in a zone far from the ablated area, where the material was known to
exhibit a completely amorphous character. The power of the light arriving on the
sample has been varied by changing the transmission of the ND (Neutral Density)
filter from 1 % to 100 %. Fig. 3.11 shows Raman spectra acquired on an amorphous
sample and measured at different laser powers, recrystallisation on the probed volume
is observed for an incident 50% of the power. The spectra recorded with the two
lower laser power values ( 1%, 5% and 10 %) revealed a broad peak centred at 480
cm−1 characteristic of a-Si:H . Although, the 1% of power presents a large amount of
noise. The spectra acquired with 50 and 100% of the laser power also presented this
amorphous characteristic peak, in this case a peak center at about 500 cm−1. Given
these results, the power selected for the measurements in the surrounding of the laser
groove was 5% of the power. As the aim of Raman measurements is to evaluate the
crystallinity, the excitation light power must be lower than the threshold value over
which recrystallization occurs. Taking into account the noise found at lower powers,
there must be a compromise between a sufficient power to acquire good signal and any
recrystallization effect.
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Figure 3.11: Effect of excitation light power (P) on the Raman spectrum of an a-Si:H
sample
The Raman spectra give us qualitative information. Indeed, the relative heights of
the amorphous and crystalline peaks enable us to compare the degree of crystallinity
corresponding to different spectra. Although this qualitative information is relevant,
to extract a quantitative value of the crystallinity from the Raman spectrum gives
the possibility to compare the different measurements as it will explain in more detail
bellow.
In order to get this additional quantitative information, Raman crystallinity frac-
tion, φc, can be evaluated form the deconvoluted Raman spectra as the ratio of the area
under those peaks related to crystalline parts over the total area of the silicon related
peaks:
φc = (I520 + I510)/(I520 + I510 + I480) (3.1)
where Ii is the area under the Gaussian centered at i (520 cm
−1 corresponds to
crystalline phase, 510 cm−1 corresponds to the defective crystalline phase and 480
cm−1 corresponds to the amorphous phase) see Fig. 3.12. This factor does not reflect
the actual crystalline volume fraction but is simply a ratio of Raman intensities that can
be used only for comparison purposes [64]. The calculation of the crystalline volume
fraction from Raman spectra requires the knowledge of the effective cross-section for
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both amorphous and crystalline material, which depends on the size of the crystallites
[15], [46], assumed here as y=1 since it is unknown for our samples. Due to the high
spatial resolution of Raman spectroscopy, regions with morphological modifications (in
our work, closest to the groove edges) can be studied with this technique. In this
work the Raman spectra deconvolution was performed by the fit of the peaks described
before.
Figure 3.12: Raman spectrum and peak deconvolution of a-Si:H
3.3.4 IR-VIS Spectrometry
The characterization of the refractive index, n, is a powerful tool since its variations
are known to be indicative of modifications in the microstructure of the material [41].
Refractometric detection is widely used in several research fields such as semiconductor
technology for monitoring different fabrication steps [42], in liquid sensing [31], or in
label-free biosensing [43], among others. Thus, the ”n” characterization was used for
the microstructural evaluation of a Si:H layers after the realization of laser treatments,
whose conditions were equivalent to those used in the conventional P2 and P3 patterning
steps. Although damage could be induced during both P2 and P3 steps, the influence on
the electrical properties of the device would be much more critical after a P3 step than
after a P2 one. The inspection of the p-i-n structure after the P3 step is difficult due to
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the presence of the back contact layer. Hence, an alternative approach to characterize
a P3 step was used for the evaluation of an a-Si:H layer exposed to a laser treatment
equivalent to that used in a conventional P3 process [52].
A high resolution IR-VIS Fourier transform spectrometer (Bruker Vertex 70 with
Hyperion microscope) was used for the measurement of a-Si:H thin film transmittance
spectra. Measurements were carried out before (reference spectra) and after the laser
ablation processing. Transmittance spectra were acquired by illuminating with a tung-
sten lamp through a rectangular area ( 300x2 µm2). This area was determined by a
variable edge aperture of the microscope.
Figure 3.13: Schematic diagram showing sample structure and measurement procedure
performed for the acquisition of the transmittance spectra.
The methodology is based on the analysis of an enclosed region, in which the average
refractive index variation at different distances from the ablated groove is measured.
A schematic diagram of the transmittance measurement procedure is also included in
Fig. 3.13. This diagram shows an imaginary line in the middle of the sample, which is
perpendicular to the laser groove and, which is used as a reference for the measurements.
The aperture orientation with respect to the reference line and the laser groove can be
also observed in Fig. 3.13. Distance between measures (a1, a2, a3 . . .) depended on
whether the spectra were acquired before or after the ablation process. The spectral
range analyzed was from 600 to 1000 nm. In such range, two transmittance peaks are
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clearly observed (see Fig. 3.14). In order to get additional insight into the crystalline
structure of the material in the vicinity of the laser patterned area.
The use of the microscope allows us to measure the transmittance in micro domains
of the thin film. By using an edge aperture of 2 µm width, different transmittance
spectra were obtained at different positions with respect to the center of the sample,
before and after the laser treatment. For measurements made after the laser treatment,
transmittance spectra were acquired from the zone of the edges where the a-Si:H layer
was uniform in thickness without morphological modifications and where the amount
of material debris was small in comparison to the measured area ( 300x2µm2).
It is also important to mention that transmission results of thin film structures as
those under study depend strongly on thickness uniformity. For this reason, the effect
of the thickness uniformity on the resulting transmittance spectra for the two samples
was evaluated before laser scribing 3.14(a).
Figure 3.14: Transmittance spectra, measured at different positions (x) from the center
of the a-Si:H sample: (a) before and (b) after a laser direct-scribing treatment. Reference
corresponds to the spectrum acquired at x=0 mm before the laser process.
All the shown spectra present two interference peaks, whose position is very similar
for all the x range evaluated. Consequently, it can be affirmed that, at least in the
samples under study, the thickness non uniformities (standard deviation of 12 nm in a
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size area of 3.4 cm2) do not have a significant effect on resulting spectra.
Regarding the properties observed after the laser patterning process, 3.14 (b) shows
transmittance spectra obtained at different positions with respect to the edge of the
laser groove, x = 0, and corresponding to the sample treated by laser direct-scribing. A
reference transmittance spectrum (REF) of the same sample acquired before the laser
treatment is also included. A slight shift of the interference peaks with respect to the
untreated sample can be distinguished. Such result gives evidence of changes in the
refractive index, n, of the a-Si:H layer and, consequently, in its structure features as
shown below. All the measured spectra exhibited two interference peaks, whose position
was shifted towards higher wavelengths when approaching the edge of the patterned
groove, indicating a higher refractive index.
These transmission spectra (Fig. 3.14(b)) allowed us to calculate the variation of
the a-Si:H refractive index, ∆n, as a function of the distance. The effective refractive
index calculations were obtained with the transmission profiles and Fresnel equations
of a layer of a-Si:H over a glass substrate by using a thin layer interference model to
calculate the refractive index variation, ∆n, in (arb. units) as a function of the peaks
shift, ∆λ, in nm [42]. Hence, given the thickness of the a-Si:H layer, the transmittance
spectra can be theoretically determined. Consequently, it is possible to simulate dif-
ferent transmittance spectra supposing slight variations in the refractive index of the a
Si:H layer. On this basis, the dependence of the peak position on the refractive index in
the resulting theoretical transmission spectra can be easily estimated [31],[27]. Thus,
the ratio of the ∆n and ∆λpeak variation is estimated in 0.00455 arb. units/nm for the
peak centered around 870 nm and 0.00576 arb. units/nm for the peak centered around
720 nm.
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Figure 3.15: Variation of the refractive index as a function of the distance from the
groove center
The variation of the refractive index as a function of the distance from the groove
center, x, is shown in Fig. 3.15. where a Gaussian trend of the experimental data can
be deduced. Consequently,the graph presents the data fitted to the following Gaussian
expression:
∆n = A exp(−x2/2ω2) (3.2)
where A is the amplitude of the Gaussian function and ω is related to the width of
the Gaussian curve, so that 2ω is the distance from the center of the groove where δn
is reduced by a factor of e2 from its maximum amplitude (A).
Fig. 3.16 shows a schematic diagram where the relation between the fitting Gaus-
sian function and the characteristic lengths of the groove and the surrounding affected
materials is shown. It is also important to remark that transmittance spectra measure-
ments were carried out form the area closet to the groove edges where a homogeneous
appearance could be ensured over the whole analyzed area. This procedure was used to
avoid the irregularities at the edges, which might have led to unreliable transmittance
values due to the influence of ablated regions and re-solidified material.
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Figure 3.16: Model showing the relation between the Gaussian fit of the refraction index
variation and laser groove characteristics lengths for laser treated a-Si:H layers.
In order to analyze the obtained results, mechanisms including the decrease in
hydrogen concentration , changes in void structure, and network reorganization [21],
which are in fact correlated, must be considered. In that sense, it is widely accepted
that during laser annealing of a-Si:H , hydrogen released from the films forms bubbles
which can explode, eventually leading to an ablation of the film [63],[50].
Additionally, crystallization of a-Si:H films is also related to the release of hydrogen
atoms from the network, which is achieved by breaking the Si-H bonds. These bonds
lead to the formation of many disordered domains, making the film more porous by
increasing its structural heterogeneity. As a consequence, a more dense and ordered
network has been observed by reducing Si-H bonds [38]. On the other hand, it is
known that the increase of the refractive index is associated with network densification
[57],[22]. Accordingly, and increase in the refractive index of a-Si:H layers can be
induced by reducing its hydrogen concentration, thus leading to a more dense and
ordered material.
3.3.5 Electrical Characterization
In this work, electrical measurements via J-V characterization will help to assess the
damage introduced by laser monolithic interconnection on the modules electrical per-
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formance. At first approximation in a cell, and later with the evaluation of a complete
interconnected module.
The electrical characterization has been performed with a system composed by a
computer-programmed Keithley 2420 source/meter. The devices were illuminated with
a Newport Oriel class A solar simulator, which simulated the AM 1.5G sunlight (100
mW cm−2) and was certified to the JIS C 8912 standard. The light source was also
calibrated with a standard silicon photodiode (Hammamatsu S1133).
Figure 3.17: a) Equivalent circuit of a solar cell, b) J-V curve showing the ideal J-V
curve (black line) and the effects of the variation of the internal resistance of the device
(red and blue lines)
Fig. 3.17 shows the equivalent circuit for a solar cell. a) depicts the solar cell
operation, where the latter can be seen as a current source which represents the light
generated current, a diode and internal series and shunt resistances. b) shows how
a change in the internal resistance of the cell can affect the J-V characteristics of
the device. In that sense, the effects introduced by laser scribing processes can be
assimilated by the increase of series resistance. On the other hand the decrease of the
shunt resistance is due to the dead area generated during the interconnection. These
effects produce a modification of the ideal J-V curve with a characteristic shift of the
slopes related with the Rs and Rsh magnitudes observed in Fig. 3.17 represented by
red and blue lines in the graph.
As it has been described above, the J-V curve of an illuminated solar cell has the
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shape shown in Fig. 3.17 as the voltage across the measuring load is swept from zero to
Voc, and many performance parameters for the cell can be determined from this data,
as described below.
The four main photovoltaic parameters which characterized the performance of a so-
lar cell/module have been obtained in the usual way. The expression for the calculation
of the same are detailed as follows:
• The FF (fill factor) is essentially a measure of quality of the solar cell. It is
calculated by comparing the maximum power to the theoretical power that would
be output at both the open circuit voltage and short circuit current together.
FF =
Imp · Vmp
Isc · Voc × 100 (3.3)
• The short-circuit current Isc corresponding to the short circuit condition when
the impedance is low and is calculated when the voltage equals 0.
• The open circuit voltage Voc occurs when there is no current passing through the
cell.
• Efficiency is the ratio of the electrical power output Pout, compared to the solar
power input, Pin, into the PV cell. Pout can be taken to be Pmax since the
solar cell can be operated up to its maximum power output to get the maximum
efficiency.
η =
Pmax
Pin
× 100 (3.4)
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4Scribing Results
4.1 Scribing of Transparent Conductive Oxides (TCO)
Layers
The study of the laser scribing of TCO’s layers has great importance, not only are they
essential in the first step of the laser interconnection for superstrate configuration but
also for substrate interconnection where the third step of the same has to be made
over a transparent conductive oxide. In this sense, the laser scribing evaluation of the
TCO’s is essential for two of the laser scribing steps to interconnect the cells to form
modules [1, 47, 60, 62].
This section shows the laser parameter evaluation of different TCO’s susceptible
to be used as contact layers in the technology treated in this work. The goal of the
evaluation is to find the best parameters to perform the process for the UV laser
sources available at the moment, bearing in mind the original work [51] that opened the
possibility to perform this work in the ultraviolet range of wavelength taking advantage
of the closeness of the gap energies of the TCO materials with these wavelength. This
evaluation includes:
• damage fluence threshold calculation
• scribing characterization including:
– morphology appraisal to control the edge characteristics and the damage of
the layers underneath (this will be the substrate, in the case of the TCO
evaluation).
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– electrical measurements to confirm the electrical isolation of the grooves
This study has been centered in the three types TCO’s applied so far in commercial
thin film modules based on amorphous silicon, those are, a commercial textured Asahi-
U (SnO2:F), and in-house prepared ITO (SnO2:In2O3) and AZO (ZnO:Al). Table 3.1
presents the thickness range, origin and purpose of the samples of TCO utilized in this
section. The structure of the samples was Glass/TCO for the damage threshold cal-
culation and scribing characterization presented in this section. The selective scribing
characterization will be presented in section 4.3. ITO is certainly the most expensive
TCO as it contains a sizable fraction of Indium, which is a metal of low abundance on
earth and its price has continued to increase [11]. On the other hand, both tin and
zinc oxide are highly abundant and are considered environmentally harmless. The most
common TCO used in present amorphous solar cells is SnO2 (F doped) where a high
quality product is the Asahi-U substrate [40].
The results are presented for the different laser sources employed in this work,
acquiring the best process parameters for 355 nm wavelength which corresponds to the
third harmonic of the Nd:YVO4 laser, that as it has been mentioned before in this
work, matched perfectly the requirements of the industrial process.
4.1.1 Damage Fluence Threshold Results
At first, the damage thresholds for the three TCO’s have been calculated in order to
have a good understanding of the behavior of this material with the laser interaction,
and establishing the difference in terms of fluence necessary to perform the optimal
process for the distinct material. This, along with the properties of the same will lead
to establish the convenience of them to be used performed by the laser sources propose
here. The damage thresholds have been determined by the method described in the
section 2.4. They have been determined for two different regimes, single pulse for three
different repetition rate and for multiple pulses at also different frequencies of operation.
Characteristic of the samples used in this study are presented in table 3.1, thick-
ness of the samples were evaluated and found irrelevant for this purpose due to the
independence of the same with the damage assessment.
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4.1.1.1 Single Pulse Damage Threshold for λ = 355 nm and Nanosecond
Pulse-width
The results obtained by the method described in section 2.4 are shown in table 4.1 and
the graphical representation to obtained them are presented by the graphs shown in
Fig. 4.1. The calculations have been performed for three different repetition rate in
order to assess the influence of the frequency of the laser source with the laser matter
interaction due to the difference in the pulse behavior shown for this laser source in its
operation performance data (see Chapter 2).
Single pulse damage threshold λ = 355 nm ns radiation
Frequency Asahi-U ITO AZO
ΦTh (J/cm
2)
15 KHz 1.555±0.005 0.185±0.005 0.103±0.005
50 KHz 1.409±0.005 0.213±0.005 0.184±0.005
100 KHz 1.420±0.005 0.184±0.005 0.157±0.005
Table 4.1: Single pulse damage threshold values obtained for nanosecond pulse-width
radiation at 355 nm of wavelength
The results show no relevant influence with the repetition rate for all the TCO’s
assessed in this work. From now on, the results presented in this section concerning
to nanosecond radiation, just will be performed at the more stable repetition rate of
the laser system HIPPO (Spectra-Physics), that is, following the specifications of the
fabricate, 50 KHz of frequency.
Figure 4.1: Damage threshold calculation, crater diameter represented as a function of
its energy per pulse for 50 KHz of repetition rate with the corresponding fitting line and
the damage threshold result
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TCOs refers to heavily doped oxide semiconductors. They have a band gap suf-
ficiently large (≥ 3 eV) to make them optically transparent over the visible spectral
range and own a high concentration of free carrier to give them high electrical conduc-
tivity. On this basis, the study of the results can be done as follows. The Asahi-U has
the greater value of damage threshold, this difference is coherent to the band-gap value
of the three materials, the wavelength 355 nm is closer to the ITO band-gap energy,
which is 3.7 eV corresponding to 335.47 nm of wavelength and AZO with 3.4 eV cor-
responding to 365.07 nm, while the values for Asahi-U are 4.3 eV of band-gap energy
corresponding to 288.66 nm. This explains the difference in damage threshold and as it
will be presented below the increase in the energy required to perform the laser process
in the case of Asahi-U. The wavelength of the third harmonic of the Nd:YVO4 laser
source match perfectly the band-gap of ITO and AZO, and explains the low damage
threshold of the same, even taking into account the narrowly behaviour of this material
with metals that could lead to think in the obtaining of similar values of the threshold
with those obtained for Aluminium with a fluence threshold of 0.609 J/cm2.
4.1.1.2 Single Pulse Damage Threshold for λ = 355 nm and Picosecond
Pulse-width
In a similar way, the damage threshold for the picosecond laser source has been ob-
tained. This time, the calculation was performed at a fixed repetition rate, due to the
fact that this source does not change the pulse characteristics in its different range of
frequency operation. The repetition rate chosen was 10 KHz and the results are shown
in table 4.2.
Single pulse damage threshold λ = 355 nm ps radiation
Asahi-U ITO AZO
ΦTh (J/cm
2) 0.462±0.003 0.36±0.01 0.324±0.006
Table 4.2: Single pulse damage threshold values obtained for picosecond pulse-width
radiation at 355 nm of wavelength
Results were obtained by the graphical representation of the crater diameters with
its corresponding energy per pulse as shown in Fig. 4.2.
For picosecond radiation the damage threshold value for Asahi-U is still bigger than
for ITO and AZO, but the difference in magnitude is not as much as for the case of
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Figure 4.2: Damage threshold calculation, crater diameter represented as a function of
its energy per pulse for 10 KHz of repetition rate with the corresponding fitting line and
the damage threshold result
Single pulse damage threshold λ = 1064 nm ps radiation
Asahi-U ITO AZO
ΦTh (J/cm
2) 2.3±0.1 1.74±0.08 1.89±0.06
Table 4.3: Single pulse damage threshold values obtained for picosecond pulse-width
radiation at 1064 nm of wavelength
nanosecond pulse-widths. This indicates there must be non-linear absorption processes
that are dependent of the radiation pulse-width [3].
4.1.1.3 Single pulse damage threshold for λ = 1064 nm and picosecond
pulse-width
In this section, the influence of the wavelength in the TCO‘s used in this work is
analyzed by means of the damage threshold for the three of them with a wavelength
in the infrared range and picosecond puleswidth. The laser source utilized for this
assessment was the same that the employed for 355 nm and picosecond pulses but
working at its fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm. Consequently the results will be
compare with the results obtained in the previous section.
The results are presented in table 4.3. Calculation was performed at a fixed repeti-
tion rate of 10 KHz in a similar way than for the third harmonic (355 nm) of this laser
system. Owing to the fact that this source does not change the pulse characteristics in
its different range of frequency operation.
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Figure 4.3: Damage threshold calculation, crater diameter represented as a function of
its energy per pulse for 10 KHz of repetition rate with the corresponding fitting line and
the damage threshold result
The results obtained for IR radiation are much larger than the achieved for UV ra-
diation, again the optical characteristics of the TCO’s, especially their semiconducting
characteristics are the causes of the high influence of the wavelength. Materials with-
out free electrons are transparent for photons with energy smaller than the band gap
[29]. The band gap values shown in paragraph above fall in the UV range for all of the
TCO’s evaluated, demonstrating that the absorption of the light will be more efficient
in this range than for infrared radiation. For this reason, strong absorption for all the
TCO’s only occurs in the spectral range of UV domain, as it has been demonstrated
with the much higher values obtained for IR radiation remaining constant the rest of
variables.
4.1.1.4 Multi-pulse Damage Threshold for λ = 355 nm and Nanosecond
Pulse-width
Damage threshold for multiple pulses, particularly 1000 pulses, were obtained for the
three TCO’s in order to evaluate the effect of pulses accumulation in the laser interaction
with these materials. It is particularly important due to the fact that for some of these
materials more than one single pulse is required to eliminate the complete layer of
material as it will be shown in scribing results. It is also important the knowledge of
the behavior of the material at different regimes for further applications, such as bulk
material removal, where the necessity of multiple pulses is compulsory. This assessment
gives information about the mechanisms involved in the process, like the possible effect
of the plasma plume inherent to all of the laser processes performed with laser pulsed
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radiation at the nanosecond and picosecond range of pulse-width. In Fig. 4.4 and Table
4.4 the results for the three TCO’s are represented together. It is remarked the similar
tendency when the frequency is increased, all of them experiment a drop in the value
of their damage threshold for 1000 pulses. This behavior is due to the accumulation
effect of the pulses, more present as long as the frequency raise and therefore the time
between pulses decline.
Figure 4.4: Damage threshold for 1000 pulses as a function of the repetition rate for 355
nm and nanosecond pulse-width
The damage thresholds for multipulse irradiation are much slower for the same
conditions in single pulse irradiation; this can be seen remarked in the following table
4.5
4.1.1.5 Multi-pulse damage Threshold for Picosecond Pulse-width
In the same way as for nanosecond radiation, multipulse damage thresholds for picosec-
ond radiation has been calculated. In order to obtain information about the behavior
of the materials with different wavelength, the results were calculated for two different
wavelength 1064 nm and 355 nm. This results as it will be foreseen are consistent with
the ones obtained for nanosecond pulses.
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Multipulse damage threshold λ = 355 nm ns radiation
Asahi-U ITO AZO
Frequency (KHz) ΦTh (J/cm
2) 1000 pulses
15 0.272 0.451 0.066
20 0.021 0.084 0.069
25 0.175 0.057 0.083
30 0.148 0.056 0.054
35 0.177 0.067 0.065
40 0.101 0.048 0.063
50 0.119 0.048 0.060
70 0.068 0.037 0.063
80 0.082 0.042 0.046
100 0.106 0.025 0.041
Table 4.4: Damage threshold values obtained for 1000 pulses as a function of the repetition
rate for nanosecond pulse-width radiation and 355 nm of wavelength
Damage threshold λ = 355 nm ns radiation
Asahi-U ITO AZO
ΦTh (J/cm
2) single pulse 1.409 0.213 0.184
ΦTh (J/cm
2) 1000 pulses 0.119 0.048 0.060
Table 4.5: Damage threshold comparison for λ = 355 nm 15 ns of pulsewidht and 50 KHz
of repetition rate.
Figure 4.5: Damage threshold for 1000 pulses as a function of the repetition rate for 355
nm and picosecond pulse-width
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Multipulse damage threshold λ = 355 nm ps radiation
Asahi-U ITO AZO
Frequency (KHz) ΦTh (J/cm
2) 1000 pulses
15 0.038 0.042 0.084
25 0.031 0.018 0.037
50 0.031 0.015 0.056
71.5 0.032 0.009 0.027
100 0.049 0.005 0.084
Table 4.6: Damage threshold values obtained for picosecond pulse-width radiation at 355
nm of wavelength
These thresholds are again much higher for single pulse radiation than for multi-
pulse as can be observed in the following table where the results for two condition are
compared.
Damage threshold λ = 355 nm ps radiation
Asahi-U ITO AZO
ΦTh (J/cm
2) single pulse 0.402 0.360 0.324
ΦTh (J/cm
2) 1000 pulses 0.038 0.042 0.084
Table 4.7: Damage threshold comparison for λ = 355 nm 8 ps of pulse-width.
The same behavior is found for 1064 nm and the same pulse-width as shown in the
following graph and table.
Multipulse damage threshold λ = 1064 nm ps radiation
Asahi-U ITO AZO
Frequency (KHz) ΦTh (J/cm
2) 1000 pulses
15 0.314 0.213 0.268
25 0.235 0.254 0.269
50 0.233 0.292 0.407
71.5 —- 0.313 0.294
Table 4.8: Damage threshold values obtained for picosecond pulse-width radiation at
1064 nm of wavelength
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Figure 4.6: Damage threshold for 1000 pulses as a function of the repetition rate for 1064
nm and picosecond pulse-width
In table 4.9 can be seen the remarkable difference between two different condition
of irradition,
Damage threshold λ = 1064 nm ps radiation
Asahi-U ITO AZO
ΦTh (J/cm
2) single pulse 2.30 1.74 1.89
ΦTh (J/cm
2) 1000 pulses 0.314 0.213 0.268
Table 4.9: Damage threshold comparison for λ = 1064 nm 8 ps of pulse-width.
4.1.2 TCO Scribing Results
As far as laser interconnection is concerned, a good characterization of the laser process
to remove the TCO’s involved in the same is required. The laser process consists in the
performance of lines cleaned of material in order to isolate zones of the sheet deposited
to form the solar cells modules. As TCO’s are used as back and front contact in
the modules, the main target of the laser process will be the electrical isolation and
delimitation of different zones over the layers acting as contact films. Not only plays the
isolation an important role but also the selective removal of the layer without damaging
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the substrate or the layers underneath. These are the reasons because an exhaustive
characterization is essential.
Owing to the results obtained form the threshold ablation calculations, the laser
scribing process assessment has been performed just for wavelength in the UV domain,
more precisely for the third harmonic of the vanadate laser (λ = 355 nm) and it will
be evaluated the convenience of the use of picoseconds radiation versus the widely
use nanosecond pulse-width as a possible innovation of this process. This section has
been divided in three, in order to show the results of the laser scribing process and
its characterization concerning to the three TCO’s described above, that is, Asahi-U,
ITO and AZO. Samples used for this purpose were the same as utilized for damage
threshold calculations and are listed in table 3.1.
4.1.2.1 Asahi-U Scribing Characterization
This characterization will be presented as a comparison between the two different pulse-
width regimes where this study is centered. In this way, it will be shown the results for
the two radiations and the convenience in use of one over another.
A full range of experiments have been done in order to achieve the best laser param-
eters to perform the isolation of the grooves as an indispensable condition with good
morphology characteristics and with no damage to the material underneath. Just the
noteworthy results will be presented.
As the main condition to be accomplished is the electrical isolation, experiments
with different speed process and energies per pulse were done in order to obtain the
optimal laser process parameters. The good isolation of the groove was taken as suitable
when the contact sheet resistance was over 500 MΩ.
As it has been shown at the beginning of this chapter, with the damage threshold
calculation for all the materials, the Asahi-U ablation threshold is the largest of all
the materials studied. The first approach for the speed process assessment was done
with the maximum energy per pulse provided by the two laser sources. The results are
shown in the Fig. 4.7.
From these results a closer approximation to fixed speeds process of 350 mm s−1
and 70 mm s−1 for nanosecond and picosecond radiation respectively is obtained. With
these results, a new battery of experiments is done in order to find the proper values
of the energy per pulse required to achieve the groove isolation. Fig. 4.8 shows the
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resistance values for the best suitable speeds found in the previous assessment varying
the energy per pulse.
Figure 4.7: Contact resistance of grooves performed at the maximum energy per pulse
of the laser sources for different speed process.
Figure 4.8: Contact resistance of grooves performed at 50 KHz, 350 mms−1 for nanosec-
ond radiation and 10 KHz, 70 mms−1 for picosecond pulses, varying the energy per pulse
The optimal scribes, taken as the one with more than 500 MΩ of contact resistance,
were obtained for the following parameters expressed in the following table 4.10. As
the energy per pulse in value is exactly the same, there must be pointed out the fact
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that the spot diameters of the two sources were different, this can be seen in Fig.
4.9 and 4.10 where the two optimal scribes for nanosecond and picosecond radiation
are shown with their respective SEM images and Confocal profiles with the diameters
measurements.
Figure 4.9: SEM image and Confocal profiles of the optimal laser scribe performed with
nanosecond pulses and 355 nm of wavelength
Formation of shoulder is also present for nanosecond irradiation as shown in the
confocal profile seen in Fig. 4.9, this strongly indicates that the removal of Asahi-
U films for this pulse-width takes place via thermal vaporization. This effect can
be attributed to the surface tension gradient in the molten film near the rim of the
laser irradiated spot and the ablation pressure generated that deforms the molten film.
Here the vaporization temperature is not reached due to the Gaussian pulse profile
and lateral heat conduction, but due to the poor thermal conductivity of the glass
substrate, melting is established for an extended time duration in the microsecond
time scale during which liquid motion can take place.
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Figure 4.10: SEM image and Confocal profiles of the optimal laser scribe performed with
picosecond pulses and 355 nm of wavelength
The last point to be verified is the non damage of the sustrate for the layer removal
of Asahi-U over, in this case, glass substrate. This characterization is made by the study
of the EDX and Confocal profiles for the two speeds and different energies evaluated
above.
The damage assessment is described as follows, with regard to the silicon related
to the glass substrate, the EDX silicon profiles along with the confocal profiles lead to
the determination of the damage by the drop in the counts in the middle of the groove
coming from this material. This can be seen in Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 where the graphs
show the EDX silicon profiles for the different energies and how as long as the energy
is increased the damage in the glass becomes more visible for the case of nanosecond
radiation.
In the case of nanosecond radiation, due to the high values of energy per pulse
delivered by the laser system, and its long pulse duration, the damage of the glass
is more evident from the pulse-width chosen as optimal. If we compare these results
with the obtained for picosecond radiation, the EDX and confocal show no noteworthy
damage in the whole range of energy allow by the laser system. Nonetheless, for
similar energy values, the damage in the glass substrate and the formation of ridges in
the edge of the grooves are remarkable for the case of nanosecond pulses whereas for
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(a) Confocal profiles.
(b) EDX Silicon profiles.
Figure 4.11: Substrate damage assessment of laser scribing of Asahi-U over glass for the
nanosecond source with a fixed repetition rate of 50KHz and 350 mms−1
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the picosecond ones there is no evidence of such effects probably due to the less heat
conduction that occurs for the latter.
Finally, table 4.10 shows the parameters in terms of number of pulses, overlap,
ablation fluence threshold and the process fluence and energy per pulse necessary to
performed the optimal grooves in order to remarked the difference in energy needed to
achieve the isolation in the grooves, and also its consistency with the previously damage
threshold obtained.
Ep (µJ) Φ (J/cm
2) Pulses per Location Overlap % Φ(ΦTh)
ns 41.2 2.946 6.03 83.4 (D=42.2 µm) 2.09
ps 41.6 1.516 8.44 88.2 (D=59.1 µm) 3.28
Table 4.10: Laser process parameters for optimal scribes over Asahi-U for nanosecond
and picosecond UV radiation
4.1.2.2 ITO Scribing Characterization
The results for the other TCO’s studied in this work will be presented in the similar way
than for the previous one. As it has been mentioned, the electrical isolation is the main
condition to be achieved, and it will lead along with the morphological characterization
to the optimal laser process parameters. A full range of experiments have been done
for this material but just the remarkable results will be presented.
The starting point of the parametrization was based on the damage threshold calcu-
lations presented at the beginning of this chapter. For the case of the ITO material the
damage threshold has a low value and this will be consistence with the low laser energy
needed to remove the TCO layer, where the elimination of the material is achieved with
just one pulse [16].
Again, the proper isolation of the scribes was chosen when the contact sheet re-
sistance exceeded a value of 500 Ω. In this material, the assessment is centred in the
consecution of the minimum overlap, which is achieved at high speed process due to the
removal of the material with just one pulse. The electrical measurements are not pre-
sented owing to this subject, all of the scribes where isolated as long as the overlap was
achieved, without any separation between pulses that would spoil the isolation. Several
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(a) Confocal profiles
(b) EDX Silicon profiles
Figure 4.12: Substrate damage assessment of laser scribing of Asahi-U over glass for the
nanosecond source with a fixed repetition rate of 10 KHz and 70 mm s−1
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speeds were assessed, for the results corresponding to lower speeds the electrical isola-
tion was accomplished for all the energies tested. This behaviour was experimented for
the two pulse-width regimes, ps and ns, chosen to be assessed in this work.
The optimal parameters for the scribing isolation are presented in table 4.11. The
corresponding SEM images and Confocal profiles are shown in Fig. 4.13 and 4.14.
This laser scribing process is governed by the removal of the complete layer of material
with just one pulse; this reduces the optimization of the process to the consecution of
a good overlap between the pulses. The results conclude that picosecond irradiation
achieves better morphology of the grooves without ridges in the edges shown in the
confocal profiles, where picoseconds scribes appears with smooth edges. This condition
was also observed in the case of Asahi-U. Although the energy necessary for carrying
out the process is slightly bigger in the case of picosecond radiation the smoother edges
and therefore the best morphology results for picosecond radiation making the latter
suitable to be the successor of the nanosecond sources currently used for this process
in the industry.
Ep (µJ) Φ (J/cm
2) Pulses per Location Overlap % Φ(ΦTh)
ns 2.48 0.286 1.6 36.7 (D=33.2 µm) 1.3
ps 22.3 0.902 1.05 5.5 (D=56.1µm) 2.5
Table 4.11: Laser process parameters for optimal scribes over ITO for nanosecond and
picosecond UV radiation
As it has been seen in the case of Asahi-U, the formation of shoulders is also present
for nanosecond irradiation as shown in the confocal profile of Fig. 4.13, this strongly
indicates that the removal ITO films for this pulse-width takes place via thermal va-
porization. And can be attributed to the surface tension gradient in the molten film
near the rim of the laser irradiated spot. Here the vaporization temperature is not
reached due to the Gaussian pulse profile and lateral heat conduction, but due to the
pour thermal conductivity of the glass substrate, melting is established for an extended
time duration in the microsecond time scale during which liquid motion can take place
[67]. This melting and fast resolidification of an ITO film, induced by pulsed nanosec-
ond laser heating at subdamage threshold fluences have been reported to result in the
production of structural defects, causing a change in the optical absorption spectrum
[61]. Similarly, in the present work the materials properties of ITO in the shoulderlike
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structure at the rim of the irradiated spot are likely to be modified with respect to
the virgin ITO film. It is noted that electrical conductivity of an ITO film sensitively
depends on its microstructure and composition.
Figure 4.13: SEM image and Confocal profiles of the optimal laser scribe performed with
nanosecond pulses and 355 nm of wavelength at 1050 mm s−1
Figure 4.14: SEM image and Confocal profiles of the optimal laser scribe performed with
picosecond pulses and 355 nm of wavelength at 530 mm s−1
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In order to assess the behavior of ITO with the increasing of the energy of the pulses,
additional experiments have been done at the same optimal speed process. This leads
to the evaluation of the substrate damage as it has been presented above for the case of
Asahi-U. As far as nanosecond radiation is concerned the experiments show a special
behavior comparing with picoseconds shown in the SEM images for both of them in Fig.
4.15 and 4.17, where the expected damage on the substrate does not occur in form of
elimination of material but with some redeposition or not elimination of TCO material
in the middle of the groove when the energy increases. This phenomenon is illustrated
in Fig. 4.18. Information regarding of the presence of TCO in the middle of the grooves
has been evaluated with the EDX profiles corresponding to the main elements forming
the ITO, these are Tin (Sn) and Indium (In) for the nanosecond pulse-width radiation
due to the lack of this behaviour in the case of picosecond pulses. The height confocal
profiles show, as seen in Fig. 4.18, a material accumulation of the material in the
middle of the groove. This leads to think that there must be a deposition of material
or non-elimination of the same instead of the diffusion of material on the substrate.
Figure 4.15: SEM images of ITO laser scribes carried out with nanosecond pulse-width
at 355 nm of wavelength and 1050 mm s−1 of speed process
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Figure 4.16: SEM images of ITO laser scribes carried out with nanosecond pulse-width
at 355 nm of wavelength and 600 mm s−1 of speed process
Figure 4.17: SEM images of ITO laser scribes carried out with nanosecond pulse-width
at 355 nm of wavelength and 530 mm s−1 of speed process
In Fig. 4.18, the confocal profiles show an elevation in the middle of the grooves
from the value of 2.8 µJ to further energies per pulse, this corresponds with the material
observation in the SEM images presented in Fig. 4.16. The EDX profiles corresponding
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to Tin and Indium confirm the existence of these materials where the confocal profiles
and topographical images demonstrate an increased in height.
Figure 4.18: Confocal, EDX profiles and a confocal topographical image where the ac-
cumulation with the increase of of processing energy of material is demonstrated
Figure 4.19: Confocal profiles and topographical images of laser scribes carried out at
355 nm and picosecond pulse-width for different pulse energies.
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Regarding to picoseconds experiments, confocal profiles where obtained to assess
this phenomenon, but no accumulation was found as can be seen in the confocal profiles
in Fig. 4.19, there was no need of EDX profiles measurements in this case, confocal
topographical images are presented in order to illustrate the lack of material in the
interior of the grooves. Fig. 4.19 also is evidence for the good results obtained with
picosecond radiation, mainly attending to the good smooth edges obtained for all the
energies.
4.1.2.3 AZO Scribing Characterization
AZO may be used as front contact in superstrate configuration where the layer of TCO
is deposited over the glass substrate, and also as front contact in substrate configuration
where the layer is over the silicon structure. In this section the results corresponding to
AZO deposited over glass are presented, this results will give preliminary information
about the laser scribing process that will be used for the selective ablation process
required for removing the TCO deposited in substrate configuration where the layer
is over the complete stack of the cell. Because of this, the results are divided in
two section, AZO deposited over glass substrate and AZO over the amorphous silicon
structure which will be presented in section 4.3.1.
Proper isolation of the scribes was chosen when the contact sheet resistance exceeded
a value of 500 MΩ. In this material, as in ITO, the assessment is centred in the
consecution of the minimum overlap, which is achieved at high speed process due to
the removal of the material with just one pulse. Several speeds were assessed, for the
results corresponding high overlap, the electrical isolation was accomplished for all the
energies per pulse tested. This behaviour was experimented for the two pulse-widths
chosen to be assessed in this work. Fig 4.20 shows the electrical measurement for the
speed more relevant in this study.
The optimal parameters for the scribing isolation are presented in table 4.12. The
corresponding SEM images and Confocal profiles are shown in Fig. 4.21 and 4.22. This
laser scribing process is governed by the removal of the complete layer of material with
just one pulse; this reduces the optimatization of the process to the consecution of a
good overlap.
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Figure 4.20: Contact resistance of grooves performed at 50 KHz, 600 mms−1 and nanosec-
ond radiation and 10 KHz, 350 mms−1 for picosecond pulses, varying the energy per pulse
Ep (µJ) Φ (J/cm
2) Pulses per Location Overlap % Φ(ΦTh)
ns 5.96 1.03 2.26 36.7 (D=27.1 µm) 5.6
ps 33.8 1.69 1.05 50.5 (D=50.5 µm) 5.2
Table 4.12: Laser process parameters for optimal scribes over AZO for nanosecond and
picosecond UV radiation
Figure 4.21: SEM image and Confocal profiles of the optimal laser scribe performed with
nanosecond pulses and 355 nm of wavelength at 600 mms−1 of speed process and 5.96 µJ
of pulse energy.
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Figure 4.22: SEM image and Confocal profiles of the optimal laser scribe performed with
picosecond pulses and 355 nm of wavelength at 350 mms−1 of speed process and 33.8 µJ
of pulse energy.
As in the case of ITO, the low damage threshold leads to the elimination of the
material with low energies per pulse, but as the same than in the ITO ablation, some
material is left in the elimination process when the energy is increased. This behaviour
is again observed in the case of nanosecond radiation exclusively. But a different way
than ITO, the pattern observed on the etched groove is formed due to the incomplete
removal of the material in the border of the laser spot. Despite of the presence of this
ripplelike the electrical isolation turn out to be independent with this phenomenon.
This phenomenon is fully described by [67]. The results presented here also present
this ripple like structure dependent with the speed process and the repetition rate, i.e.
the overlap, the spacing of the structure is directly related with the overlap, the more
overlap the less spacing in the ripplelike structure. This behaviour is shown in Fig.
4.23. All the lines were isolated and performed at the same energy per pulse. The SEM
images show the ripplelike structure with the spacing decreased as the speed decreases
or the overlap increases. The confirmation of the incomplete removal of the material in
the etched groove for these lines is done by the representation of the Zn counts profile
coming from the EDX signal (Fig. 4.24). As [67] observed in his work, this phenomenon
is probably due to the absorption of the glass substrate for 355 nm of wavelength, and
the thermal vaporization which governs the process [68].
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Figure 4.23: Laser scribes of AZO over glass performed at nanosecond radiation of 355
nm of wavelength 50 KHz and 5.96 µJ of pulse energy.
Figure 4.24: EDX Zinc profiles of laser scribes of AZO over glass performed at nanosecond
radiation of 355 nm of wavelength 50 KHz and 5.96 µJ of pulse energy, varying the scribing
speed.
The EDX profiles show the accumulation of material as long as the scribing speed
decrease, the incomplete removal of the material is more remarkable for the lowest
speed and the scribe width is decreased due to this unsuccessful removal. Nonetheless,
it must be pointed out again that all the scribed lines were electrically isolated.
In order to illustrate the difference with picoseconds radiation, where this phe-
nomenon is not observed, Fig. 4.25 show the same experiments in terms of scribing
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speed variation. In this case, SEM images demonstrate that there is no material in the
etched groove, and to corroborate the same, Fig. 4.26 illustrates the confirmation via
EDX Zinc profiles, where no material remains.
Figure 4.25: Laser scribes of AZO over glass performed at picosecond radiation of 355
nm of wavelength 10 KHz and a common pulse energy of 33.8 µJ.
Figure 4.26: EDX Zinc profiles of laser scribes of AZO over glass performed at picosecond
radiation of 355 nm of wavelength 10 KHz and 33.8 µJ of pulse energy, varying the scribing
speed.
According with chapter 2 the thermal vaporization governs the nanosecond process
more strongly than for the scribes performed with picosecond pulses; this would explain
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the absence of this phenomenon for shortest pulses, where it has been demonstrated the
lack of remaining material and therefore the ripplelike structure in the etched groove.
4.2 Scribing of a-Si:H Structure Layer
In this chapter, the study of laser scribing of the a-Si:H layer is performed. In the gen-
eral approach for monolithic interconnection process, the removal of the active layer is
done in back scribing configuration as it has been mentioned all over this work, but in
the extent of this work this removal must be done from the film side in direct scribing
configuration. This implies that the elimination of the layer must be done selectively
without damaging the layers underneath. In order to achieve the best laser process
and accomplish these requirements, a complete study including damage threshold cal-
culation and the scribing process characterization is presented in this chapter. Samples
used in this chapter are listed in table 3.1, (Glass/a-Si:H) structures were used for
the calculation of the damage threshold and the P2 assessment was carried out in a
complete structure (Glass/Asahi-U/a-Si:H).
4.2.1 Damage fluence threshold results.
In the same way as performed for TCO’s the damage thresholds for amorphous silicon
have been calculated in order to have a good understanding of the behaviour of this
material with the laser interaction, and establishing the difference in terms of fluence
necessary to perform the optimal process for selective ablation of this material. This
assessment has been made for different irradiation conditions, two wavelengths 355 nm
and 1064 nm and two pulse-width ranges, nanosecond and picoseconds.
The study is divided in two different sections attending to the number of pulses,
single pulse and multiple pulses. The damage threshold in single pulse will give evidence
about the material interaction with the wavelength and the pulse-width [37] whereas
the multiple pulses threshold will give information about the incubation effect [48] when
multiple pulses are deposited in the material in different temporal regimes.
The damage threshold have been determined according with the method described
in section 2.4.
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Single pulse damage threshold λ = 355 nm ns radiation
15 KHz 50 KHz 100 KHz
ΦTh (J/cm
2) 0.104±0.004 0.13±0.09 0.10±0.09
Table 4.13: Single pulse damage threshold values of a-Si:H obtained for nanosecond
pulse-width radiation at 355 nm of wavelength
Figure 4.27: Damage threshold calculation, crater diameter represented as a function of
its energy per pulse for three repetition rates with the corresponding fitting line and the
damage threshold result
4.2.1.1 Single Pulse Damage Threshold at λ = 355 nm and Nanosecond
Pulse-width.
The results obtained by the method described in section 2.4 are shown in table 4.13
and the graphical representation to obtained them are presented in Fig. 4.27. The
calculations have been carried out for three different repetition rate in order to assess
the influence of the frequency of the laser source with the laser matter interaction due
to the difference in the pulses behaviour shown for this laser source in its operation
performance data (see Chapter 3).
Table 4.13 shows the results for three different conditions. There are not significant
changes in the values for the three frequencies studied, so 50 KHz will be assume the
frequency of operation since the laser system is optimized in this value and meets better
stability and efficiency.
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4.2.1.2 Multi-pulse Damage Threshold at λ = 355 nm Nanosecond Radia-
tion.
Damage threshold for multi-pulses, particularly 1000 pulses, were obtained for the
amorphous silicon layer, as it was done for TCO’s, in order to evaluate the effect of
pulses accumulation in the laser interaction with these materials. It is important the
knowledge of the behaviour of the material at different regimes for further applications,
such as bulk material removal, where the necessity of multiple pulses is compulsory.
This assessment gives information about the mechanisms involved in the process like
the possible effect of the plasma plume inherent to all of the laser process performed
with laser pulsed radiation at the nanosecond and picoseconds range of pulse-width. In
the Fig. 4.28 and the corresponding table 4.14 of results for multiple damage threshold
at different frequencies of operation are represented. It is remarked the similar tendency
when the frequency is increased, all of them experiment a drop in the value of their
damage threshold for 1000 pulses. The threshold in single pulse condition is almost four
times bigger than for multi-pulse irradiation. This behaviour is due to the accumulation
effect of the pulses, more present as long as the frequency raise and therefore the time
between pulses decline.
Figure 4.28: Damage threshold for 1000 pulses as a function of the repetition rate for
355 nm and nanosecond pulse-width
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Multipulse damage threshold
Frequency (KHz) ΦTh (J/cm
2) 1000 pulses
15 0.082
20 0.045
25 0.035
30 0.040
35 0.035
40 0.034
50 0.035
80 0.038
100 0.030
Table 4.14: Damage threshold values obtained for 1000 pulses as a function of the repe-
tition rate for nanosecond pulse-width radiation and 355 nm of wavelength
Single pulse damage threshold picosecond radiation
λ = 355 nm λ = 1064 nm
ΦTh (J/cm
2) 0.111±0.004 0.213±0.003
Table 4.15: Single pulse damage threshold values obtained for nanosecond pulse-width
radiation at 355 nm of wavelength
4.2.1.3 Single pulse damage threshold at λ = 355 nm, 1064 nm and pi-
cosecond pulse-width.
In a similar way, the damage threshold for the picosecond laser source has been ob-
tained. This time, the calculation was performed at a fixed repetition rate, due to the
fact that this source does not change the pulse characteristics in its different range of
frequency operation. For amorphous silicon the values for the two different wavelengths
studied here are presented together. The repetition rate chosen was 10 KHz, and the
results are shown in the table 4.15.
Those results were obtained by the graphical representation of the crater diameters
with its corresponding energy per pulse (Fig. 4.29). Results corresponding to 355 nm
of wavelength are very similar for both pulse-widths, however there is a difference of
two times in the value for infrared wavelength, consistent once more with the results
obtains in TCO’s materials where more energy is needed to ablate these materials with
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infrared wavelength.
Figure 4.29: Damage threshold crater diameter represented as a function of its energy
per pulse with the corresponding fitting line and the ablation threshold result for two
wavelengths
4.2.1.4 Multi-pulse damage threshold at λ = 355 nm, 1064 nm
Damage threshold results obtained in multi-pulse configuration are shown in Fig. 4.30
and table 4.16. In this case, as it was expected, due to the stability in the pulses of
the laser source, there is no difference in the results attending to the frequency. On the
other hand, there are substantial differences for the wavelength used again consistent
with the results obtained for other materials, where the infrared damage thresholds are
bigger than the ones obtained at ultraviolet radiation. When multi-pulse values are
compared with the single-pulse damage threshold, it is shown that the latter are one
order bigger, this difference is bigger in this case where the pulse-width is in the range
of the picosecond.
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Multi-pulse damage threshold
Wavelength 355 nm 1064 nm
Frequency (KHz) ΦTh (J/cm
2) 1000 pulses
10 0.014 0.033
25 0.016 0.027
50 0.013 0.030
71.5 0.014 0.031
100 0.013 0.032
Table 4.16: Damage threshold values obtained for 1000 pulses as a function of the repe-
tition rate for picosecond pulse-width radiation at 355 and 1064 nm of wavelength
Figure 4.30: Damage threshold for 1000 pulses as a function of the repetition rate for
355 nm and nanosecond pulse-width
4.2.2 Selective ablation of a-Si:H structure characterization
In the case of a-Si:H scribing, characterization of the selective ablation of the layer is
specially relevant, as the structure must be removed without compromising the layer
underneath and the silicon structure.
To characterize the selective removal of the a-Si:H layer, the same is done attending
to the morphology of the grooves, measuring the changes on the material structure in
the vicinity of the laser scribe caused by laser irradiation by means of Raman spec-
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troscopy and evaluating damage on the TCO layer underneath the amorphous silicon
layer.
The assessment has been done just for wavelength of 355 nm, seeing that damage
thresholds are notable lower for this wavelength, and the convenience of possible use of
the same laser source to carry our all the steps which compose the interconnection.
In this case, the optimal scribes present complete removal of the a-Si:H layer with
good edge profile, i.e. smooth grooves and no damage on the layer underneath. A
complete study of scribing has been done and relevant results are presented.
The complete ablation of the amorphous silicon layer has been accomplished without
damaging the underneath layer of TCO for both laser sources. This process has been
assessed by EDX microanalysis, which allowed the evaluation of the selective removal
of the silicon layer, additionally to the assessment of the damage on the TCO. In table
4.17 are represented the laser parameters for the two different radiations attending
to the best result obtained in two different speed regimes, corresponding to different
overlaps. Where it can be seen that for picosecond radiation more energy is needed in
the case of low overlap, but more pulses are needed when the fluence is similar to the
used with nanosecond pulses.
Φ (J/cm2) Pulses per location Φ(ΦTh)
ns ps ns ps ns ps
Low overlap 0.59 1.26 1.6 1.8 5.1 5.8
High overlap 0.47 0.57 3.6 7.9 4.1 2.6
Table 4.17: Laser parameter for the optimal scribes of amorphous silicon structure layer
in terms of fluence (J/cm2) and number of pulses per location with damage of threshold
of 0.13 and 0.11 J/cm2 for ns and ps radiation respectively
Nevertheless, it is more important in this case to assess the morphological aspects
of the groove together with the removal of the material and damage of the layer un-
derneath. To accomplish characterized with EDX spectroscopy and SEM images for
laser parameters presented in table 4.17 of low and high overlap for the two different
pulse-widths.
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Figure 4.31: SEM images and EDX profiles of laser scribes at nanosecond and picosecond
radiation of a-Si:H (pin)/Asahi-U/Glass)
Fig 4.31 shows that the best results are achieved with the picosecond source and
for high overlap, the edge of the groove for this condition is better, and the effect of
the Gaussian energy profile is less pronounced for highest overlaps. Not in the case of
the nanosecond radiation where the low speed regime leads to more accumulation of
material in the groove. With these results we conclude that the best results are low
overlap for nanosecond radiation and high overlap for picosecond.
To correlate the Silicon accumulation on the edge of the groove with its real height,
the confocal and EDX profiles for the optimal scribes have been represented together
as can be seen in Fig. 4.32. EDX profiles can demonstrate selective ablation of silicon
and also the damage of the TCO layer by the drop in the atom counts coming from
silicon and tin related to the two different layers as Fig. 4.33 reveals. When the Silicon
profile drops in the middle of the groove, without decreasing the counts coming from
the Tin of the Asahi-U in the same location, this indicates that the amorphous silicon
layer has been removed without damaging the layer underneath.
To illustrate this in a better way, Fig. 4.33 supports the damage on the TCO
layer during the P2 process in EDX profiles. When the counts coming from the TCO
drop in the middle of the groove, it is seen an associated increase in the counts of
Silicon appearing at the same position due to the Silicon contribution of the glass.
This becomes more evident when more energy is deposited. When the Silicon counts
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exceed the ones from the Tin, this means that there is a large contribution of the Silicon
coming from the glass, implying that the TCO layer has been removed. This assessment
is especially relevant because the damage of the TCO layer leads to an increase in the
series resistance of the final device.
(a) nanosecond pulses
(b) picosecond pulses
Figure 4.32: Confocal and EDX profiles of laser scribes of asi (pin)/Asahi-U/Glass for
optimal scribes for two different pulse-widths
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Figure 4.33: EDX profiles and SEM images of laser scribes at picosecond radiation of
a-Si:H (pin)/Asahi-U/Glass to illustrate the damage on the TCO layer
Raman spectroscopy characterization has been performed for this laser step, in order
to evaluate the state of the silicon layer in the vicinity of the groove. The damage
of the silicon layer is assessed with the variation of the crystalline fraction resulting
from the Raman spectra from the edge of the groove. Raman crystalline fraction has
been calculated as it has been described in section 3.3.3. The increase of crystalline
fraction entails a microstructural modification of the intrinsic material, mainly related
to thermal effects. On this basis, these alterations of the remaining silicon could result
in the reduction of the intrinsic material electrical resistance [65]. The study has been
made for the optimal speed of process, increasing the energy to evaluate the state of
the material. Fig. 4.34a shows the result for nanosecond results. Affected area has
high values of crystalline fraction, for all the energy the crystalline fraction reach is
0.8. Particulary remarkable is the decreased of this affected area as long as the pulse
energy increases. This is due to the Gaussian energy distribution of the pulse, as the
total energy is increased, the tail of the Gaussian also acquire more energy capable to
eliminate more material.
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(a) Nanosecond pulses
(b) Picosecond pulses
Figure 4.34: Raman crystalline fraction study of a-Si:H structure performed from the
edge of the groove with ns and ps radiation for different energy conditions
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If we compare the Raman crystalline fraction obtained for nanosecond radiation
with the obtained for picosecond pulses, the results for similar pulse energy show lower
values in the second case, when the energy increase this difference vanishes and the
Raman crystalline fraction is very similar. This assessment indicates that there is an
important affectation of the silicon structure around the laser scribing process and the
affectation extents into the edge of the groove. However, as the P2 process takes place
in the middle of the interconnection zone, where the area is inactive as a solar cell, the
heat affected zone is not relevant.
4.3 Selective Ablation of Front Contact Characterization
As it has been noted throughout this work, the assessment of the laser scribing process
in direct scribing configuration has its main value when it is performed in substrate
deposition configuration where the front contact is a TCO to allow the entrance of
light in the device. In fact, laser monolithic interconnection through back scribing laser
process is already fully industrialized for superstrate configuration. On top of this, the
main advantage of the direct laser scribing is to enable the use of opaque substrates
along with the combination of new laser sources that can be absorbed by transparent
substrates. For these two reasons, this process has logic only if the study is made
on a device with a substrate configuration, hence the last step to obtain laser mono-
lithic interconnection from the film side is the laser scribe isolation of a front contact
TCO. Having said this, and taking into account where this thesis is framed, during
the development of this work different types of samples have been made available in
order to carry out to the maximum extent this task. However, to evaluate qualitatively
the P3 process for substrate configuration, modules ”ad-hoc” were used. In order to
have a proof of concept, a study of laser scribing process was performed in commercial
devices in superstrate configuration, where the assessment of P3 process via electrical
characterization was able. Finally, the proof of concept of P3 laser process in a func-
tional module in superstrate configuration was accomplished with all the laser steps
performed in direct scribing configuration.
Attending to the characteristic of the samples where the studies have been car-
ried out, the results are presented according to deposition sequence of the samples,
characteristic of samples and provider are shown in table 3.1:
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4.3.1 Substrate configuration
For substrate modules, two types of samples have been used, the first to be presented
was deposited ”ad-hoc” for this purpose by the University of Barcelona see Fig. 4.35a.
A commercial module unfinished, that is, without its last layer deposited, was used.
The last layer was an AZO layer of 300 nm of thickness. Unfortunately, these modules
were not functional, as their thickness not allowed electrical measurements. However,
the selective ablation of the AZO layer over an active structure of amorphous silicon
with Asahi-U TCO as back contact has been evaluated, giving information for future
functional modules. The second kind of samples are commercial modules from Gadir
Solar in substrate configuration, where the front contact layer was AZO and they were
semitransparent; as the samples were commercial modules and the characteristics of
the layer thickness and deposited method were unknown due to contractual terms of
the engagement. Most of the samples were not electrically functional, and the few
received with functionality could not be irradiated due to its protective coating from
the production process that was not compatible with laser processes.
(a) UB ”ad hoc” sample structure
(b) Gadir sample structure
Figure 4.35: Samples used in substrate configuration.
According with the previous work, the assessment of this last laser process for the
interconnection has been performed for two different laser sources, both of them working
at 355 nm of wavelenght and two different pulse-width (nanosecond and picosecond).
The achievement of the back contact selective ablation from the film side would suggest
the feasibility of applying this approach to substrate configurations and the use of non-
transparent substrates.
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Φ (J/cm2) Pulses per location Φ(ΦTh)
Laser sources ns ps ns ps ns ps
0.71 0.96 1.03 1.04 3.8 3.0
Table 4.18: Laser parameter for the optimal scribes of P3 step over AZO layer of the
ad-hoc module in terms of fluence (J/cm2) and damage threshold values 0.184 and 0.324
J/cm2 for ns and ps radiation
To characterize the selective removal of the front contact layer, the same is done
attending to the morphology of the grooves with confocal microscopy, evaluating the
complete removal of the layer by means of EDX profile analysis and measuring the
changes on the material structure in the remaining a-Si:H at the bottom of the P3
scribe by means of Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy evaluates the state of
the remaining silicon layer after irradiation. The damage of the silicon layer is assessed
with the variation of the crystalline fraction resulting from the Raman spectra along the
groove. The increase of the crystalline fraction entails a microstructural modification of
the intrinsic material, mainly related to thermal effects. On this basis, these alterations
of the remaining silicon could result in the reduction of the intrinsic material electrical
characteristics [65].
4.3.1.1 Ad-hoc modules with AZO deposited by UB
The study has been done for different pulse energies and overlaps. Here will be pre-
sented the more representative results. Complete removal of AZO layer over the silicon
structure was achieved for the two pulse-widths and the process parameters are col-
lected in Table 4.18 in terms of fluence (J/cm2) and damage threshold ΦTh. The
damage thresholds utilized are the ones presented in section 4.1.
The optimal scribes are shown in Fig. 4.36 for nanosecond and picoseconds radia-
tion. These figures illustrate the selective ablation achievement of the TCO layer over
the stack of the cell. In the figures, compositional characterization made by means of
EDX profile analysis shows that both scribes (ns and ps) are free of AZO at its bottom
and topographical characterization via confocal profiles exhibit not presence of ridges
on the edge of the grooves.
By comparing the results at nanosecond and picosecond, it is shown that the overall
morphological quality of the grooves obtained with both sources is similar, but paying
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(a) Optimal selective removal of AZO over a-Si:H structure per-
formed with nanosecond pulses
(b) Best result for AZO selective removal carried out with picosec-
ond pulses
Figure 4.36: SEM image, EDX profile, Confocal profile and 3D topographical image for
P3 laser scribing step for two different pulse-widths
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attention to the confocal profiles and the topographical images it is seen that the quality
of the groove for nanosecond radiation is slightly better, since the Gaussian profile of
the laser beam on the edges of the grooves is more pronounced in the case of picosecond
radiation due to its bigger spot. This phenomenon, common to most of the laser sources
with Gaussian beams, could be avoided by using a laser beam shaper to get a good
homogeneity of the laser profile. Although achieving this for UV wavelength is still a
challenge, it is considered for future experiments.
However attending to Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 4.37) of the optimal grooves in the
two regimes, it is particularly remarkable the low values obtained for the crystalline
fraction; less than 0.2 in the lower energies for both pulse durations. Comparing these
results with the ones obtained by laser back-scribing performed at 532 nm [17], the
crystalline fraction generated with 355 nm just in the middle of the ablated groove
is considerably lower than at the edge of the groove with 532 nm and nanosecond
radiation, where the values of the fraction reach up to 0.8. It must be pointed out the
difference in the maximum values of crystalline fraction in the center of the grooves
for picosecond and nanosecond, for a similar increment in energy at two pulse-width,
in picosecond the maximum value is appreciable lower. This suggests that picosecond
radiation generate less affectation in the amorphous silicon layer.
The results obtained in this study are very promising due the good morphology
achieved for this wavelength, and the excellent control of the selective ablation. This
encourage us to keep working in this line.
4.3.1.2 Commercial modules from GADIR
As described above, the commercial modules from Gadir Solar were studied to have a
proof of concept of the P3 laser step in direct scribing configuration. Unfortunately,
when this study was being carried out the company closed down, and the supply of
samples was finished reducing the time to perform the experiments. The experiments
were formulated according to previous results obtained with the ad-hoc modules de-
posited by University of Barcelona. However, the results showed that the previous laser
parameters did not achieved the selective removal of the AZO layer, requiring more en-
ergy and even multiscribes at the same P3 process. This suggests the importance of
the deposit of the layers, since even with the same material, the process parameters
can changed dramatically, as it will be shown below.
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(a) Nanosecond pulses
(b) Picosecond pulses
Figure 4.37: Raman crystalline fraction study of a-Si:H structure performed with ns and
ps pulses for different energy conditions
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As it has been performed for the rest of laser scribing process, the evaluation has
been done in two different regimes of pulse-width, obtaining the best results for picosec-
ond radiation and an ultrasonic cleanning during 40 min. The result is shown in Fig.
4.38. In this case, the a-Si:H layer underneath the laser groove is completely removed,
as EDX profile demonstrates. It is observed the presence of flakes, whose effect has
been studied by [25] in superstrate configuration, hence this presence must be deeply
evaluated in functional modules.
Figure 4.38: SEM image and EDX profile picosecond scribe with 100KHz of repetition
rate 250 mm/s of speed process and 600 mW two lines overlapped and 30 minutes of
Ultrasonic cleaning
In order to evaluate the remainning state of the surrounding area of the P3 laser
scribing and the effect on it of two lines overlapped and ultrasonic cleaning, Raman
crystalline fraction has been calculated. The results can be seen in Fig. 4.39 where
Raman crystalline fraction shows that the remaining material has not been affected, as
the value of the same is near zero.
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Figure 4.39: Crystalline fraction assessment of a-Si:H structure in the vicinity of the
groove
4.3.2 Superstrate configuration
In this assessment the samples used were cells and modules in superstrate configuration,
the scheme of the samples is shown in Fig. 4.40, where the front contact was Aluminium.
Samples prepared by Ciemat and commercial modules from T-solar has been utilized
to have a proof of concept capable to demonstrate the viability of laser direct scribing
process. These samples gave the possibility to evaluate electrically the laser process.
(a) Ciemat cell sample structure
(b) T-Solar module structure
Figure 4.40: Samples used in superstrate configuration.
P3 laser step has been evaluated at 355 nm of wavelength and in concordance with
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this document for nanosecond and picosecond pulses.
The Aluminium damage threshold have been obtained in the same way than for the
rest of materials, obtaining ΦTh = 0.62 J/cm
2 for nanosecond radiation and ΦTh = 0.14
J/cm2 for picosecond pulses shown in Fig. 4.41. This difference is due to the reduce
heat losses into the surrounding material governed by the shorter pulses [35]. The
results are consistent with this difference, suggesting less energy necessary to remove
or eliminate Aluminium layer with picosecond laser.
Figure 4.41: Damage threshold result for Aluminum layer obtained for nanosecond and
picosecond radiation
At first, P3 laser process was performed with nanosecond radiation (HIPPO system)
over lab cells deposited in Ciemat. In order to have a electrical measurement, and assess
the influence of the P3 laser step over the nominal curve I-V of the cell, at that time, the
electrical measurement could only be done in dark current configuration. The sketch
of the experiments is shown in Fig. 4.42, in the figure can be seen concentric circles
which relate to the different laser processes, carried out at different energies starting
from less to higher energies. After each circular scribe the dark I/V curve is measured
and the results are represented in the Fig. 4.42. As expected, the higher the energy,
the larger the damage over the material [14].
Nevertheless the morphological aspects, seen in Fig. 4.43 show accumulation of
Aluminium on the edge of the groove demonstrated by means of EDX profile. Being
this, the probable cause of the damage of the cell.
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Figure 4.42: Sketch of P3 experiments over a cell with Aluminium layer as back contact
with its corresponding electrical characterization by means of dark current curves.
Figure 4.43: SEM image and EDX profile of the best laser scribe performed at 496 mW,
50KHz, 30% overlap
This study did not have in consideration the acceleration effect introduce by the
scanner head, lately this was found crucial by [23] as was so the effect of accumulation
that the lines introduce in the cell, describe as well in the cited work.
In order to improve the laser scribing characteristics, laying in the difference in the
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damage threshold, the following results were performed at picosecond radiation. In
this case, the experiments have been carried out in commercial modules in superstrate
configuration from T-Solar, where the modules are finished and functional, but allowing
the measurement when another P3 step is performed just closed to the already done.
The modules (100 X 100 mm) have six individual cells of (7 x 1) cm2 that were previ-
ously measured its current-voltage (J-V) characteristics under calibrated 100 mW/cm2
AM 1.5 G irradiance.
In order to achieve a correct interconnection, without damage of the cell perfor-
mance and hence the module efficiency, different experiments have been designed. First
was to evaluate the influence of pulses with different energies without overlap, in or-
der to eliminate the possible effect that overlapping pulses could introduce in the final
process. This would give information about the accumulation of damage introduce by
single pulses. Secondly the influence of pulse number was assessed by performing mul-
tiple scribes within a cell with the purpose of delimiting the accumulation of damage
for different fluences of pulses.
Figure 4.44 shows the study performed for several energies per pulse for just one line
over the cells, the results showed that for all the energies studied there was no significant
damage as seen in the J-V characteristics of the cells, just a slight separation from the
raw cell curve is seen, highlighted in the zoomed area of the graph in Fig. 4.44.
When it came to the study of the number of pulses accumulation three laser fluences
of picosecond pulses were assessed adding new process to the previous measured. Each
process introduced 500 pulses aproximately with no overlap. When the fluence increases
the damage of the cells assessed by its J V characteristic, is bigger. For 2.83 J/cm2
the biggest one, the J-V characteristic for 2 processes appeared short-circuited (Fig.
4.45a), for 2.29 J/cm2 the graph shows no short-circuited cells, however the separation
of the curves as the number of processes increased (i.e. more number of pulses) leads
the series resistance of the cells increase, observed in Fig. 4.45b. Finally, a fluence with
no damage of the cells was found, in Fig. 4.45c can be seen no differences between the
curves, which reveals no dependence with the number of pulses.
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Figure 4.44: J-V characteristic where pulse energy assessment has been performed with
picosecond 355 nm radiation
Attending to these results, the laser parameters for a functional P3 with optimum
overlapped pulses were set. Finally, P3 in direct scribing configuration and picosecond
radiation was achieved for modules from T-Solar, and the morphological aspects can be
seen in the Fig. 4.46. There is an ablation of the TCO front contact layer in the area
were the overlapped is produced, this could led to an increase in the series resistance of
the final device. This effect will be avoid in the final process, however in these samples
this effect could not be eliminated.
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(a) Effect of number of pulses φ = 2.83 J/cm2
(b) Effect of number of pulses φ = 2.29 J/cm2
(c) Effect of number of pulses φ = 1.46 J/cm2
Figure 4.45: J-V characteristic for multiples lines in a cell for three different fluences of
picosecond 355 nm radiation
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Figure 4.46: SEM image, EDX profile and 3D image and depth Confocal profile performed
with laser parameters obtained by the presented study for T-Solar modules.
4.3.2.1 Laser direct scribing interconnection of a complete module in su-
perstrate configuration
As a proof of concept, the results obtained in T-Solar modules were transferred to
Ciemat device to interconnect a module through laser direct scribing. Three steps
for the interconnection were performed in direct scribing configuration with 355 nm
picosecond laser source. The P3 was done over the back contact, an Aluminium layer
of 120 nm of thickness, the structure is depicted in the Fig. 4.47a and the sample
details are presented in 3.1. The module dimensions were 100 x 100 mm2 and eight
cells were isolated and interconnected to achieve a complete module (Fig. 4.47b).
This module has been interconnected by laser direct scribing at 355 nm of wave-
length and picosecond pulses. The same laser source (Lumera Super Rapid) has been
used for the three steps of the interconnection. The laser parameters utilized in the
three steps of the interconnection were the obtained over this thesis and are resumed in
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(a) Module structure and laser
process step configuration.
(b) Image of the final device.
Figure 4.47: Structure and picture of the final module interconnected performed by
means of laser direct scribing at 355 nm and picosecond pulses.
Φ (J/cm2) Overlap %
P1 (Asahi-U) 1.516 88.2
P2 1.26 10
P3 1.46 5
Table 4.19: Laser parameter for the optimal scribes P1 over Asahi-U, P2 and P3 over
Aluminum.
table 4.19. The morphological characterization is observed via SEM and topographical
images in Fig. 4.48 and 4.49. The results showed good edge profiles.
Figure 4.48: SEM images of the three steps of the laser monolithic interconnection.
The electrical characterization has been carried out for each cell individually, the
J-V characteristic curves are presented in Fig. 4.50 and their corresponding values are
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(a) 3D topographical image of P1 process
(b) 3D topographical image of P2 presented on the left and P3
next to the same
Figure 4.49: Confocal characterization of laser interconnection process in direct scribing
configuration by means of 3D topographical images of the three laser steps carried out in
the final device.
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detailed in table 4.20. Efficiencies for individual cells with no laser process performed by
Ciemat were 8 % approximately, the results obtained with the three laser steps for the
interconnection show a slight affectation on the electrical properties of the individual
cells. And finally the complete module has been characterized electrically presented in
Fig. 4.51 with its more representative values. These measurements were performed in
the Ciemat facilities in order to have reliable results.
Cell 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Isc (A) 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.12
Voc (V) 0.83 0.77 0.79 0.82 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.83
FF(%) 48.06 37.56 38.06 45.40 44.20 42.67 41.87 43.78
Effic.(%) 6.88 4.60 4.85 6.38 5.99 5.67 5.84 5.86
Table 4.20: I-V relevant characteristics for the eight cells which compone the functional
module, each cell has 7.5 cm2 of area
Figure 4.50: J-V characteristics of the cells which make up the complete module
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Figure 4.51: J-V characteristic of the functional module fully interconnected by laser
direct scribing with 355 nm and picosecond pulses
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Three processes: P1, P2 and P3, have been developed in order to achieve the inter-
connection of photovoltaic devices based on a-Si:H, with irradiation from the film side
and fully based on the use commercial UV laser sources. More in detail, the opti-
mal conditions for the first step of the interconnection have been established for three
TCO materials (Asahi-U, ITO and AZO), with good galvanic isolation to define the
cells. The best edge profile of the groove was obtained with picosecond UV irradia-
tion. The selective ablation of the a-Si:H layer has been developed with best groove
results for picosecond radiation, with good edge profiles and no damage of the TCO
underneath. Micro-raman spectroscopy showed less affectation for this irradiation as
well. At last, P3 has been demonstrated to be feasible for two different configurations
and two materials, AZO and Aluminium, achieving as a proof of concept a functional
P3 over Aluminium in direct scribing configuration and picosecond UV laser source.
In particular, it is especially remarkable the development of the process for P1 with
UV sources, as this can be applied for all kind of configurations in substrate and su-
perstrate configuration. In fact, the author’s contribution [51] is the first publishing in
this regard at international scientific level, demonstrating the possibility of substituting
with competitive advantage the processes carried out to date with IR sources by using
laser UV processes, which nowadays implies a fully industrialized approach.
The laser processes developed in this thesis are optimal for its application on devices
deposited over opaque and flexible substrates. The circumstances where this work has
been developed, led to demonstrate the acceptability of the process on ”ad-hoc” devices,
especially designed under the collaboration with CIEMAT and UB groups mentioned in
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this work. Additionally, this has led to the demonstration of the possibility to consider
the interconnection processes through direct ablation with metal layers in the structure
which, given the strong thermal character of the laser-metal interaction in the range of
scope, can be considered an achievement of notable scientific relevance. The validity of
the same has been evidenced by means of the interconnection of a standard pin module
over glass in irradiation from the film side. The efficiency losses of this module are
due, fundamentally, to the interaction of the metal layer of the back contact. It is
considered that in nip structures the behaviour will be better, since in such devices the
front contact is a TCO, material with which it has been demonstrated the feasibility
of selective ablation without effects on the underlying layers.
Part of the work developed in this thesis has served as a basis for the realization of
the first interconnection in Spain of an a-Si:H module with fully Spanish technology in
the context of following public funding projects:
• Proyecto Singular Estrate´gico PSE-MICROSIL08 (PSE-120000-2006-6)
• Proyecto INNDISOL (IPT-420000-2010-6)
• AMIC (ENE2010-21384-C04-02)
• CLA´SICO (ENE2007-6772-C04-04)
In addition to this, the performed studies allow the extrapolation of the selective
ablation conditions to other photovoltaic technologies over flexible substrates, like CdTe
and CIS/CIGS, which is an area on which the author of this work is currently investi-
gating. Apart from the general conclusions previously described, some other particular
findings of scientific interest can be enumerated. Firstly, the need to adapt well estab-
lished material characterization techniques, like scanning confocal spectroscopy, EDX
techniques or Raman spectroscopy, to the working particular conditions, has led to
define original adaptations of these techniques (like the combined use of EDX and con-
focal spectroscopy), suitable for the characterization of selective ablation processes of
materials in thin layer. The use of Raman spectroscopy techniques to determine the
damaged induced over the Silicon layer is totally original (see SPIE publishing) and
opens the door to future designs of characterization and control processes in the indus-
trial environment. Lastly, the work performed in the systematic study of OCT ablation
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from the film side is of high relevance, not only in the scope of photovoltaic devices, but
also in the development of other optoelectronic devices, like matrix positioning sensors
from which, in fact, derives the original idea that was the germ of this thesis.
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6Lines of Future Development
After the work developed in this thesis an important line of future development would
be the transference of the results obtained for the a-Si:H thin film technology to chalco-
genide technology, being this one of the most economically viable technologies at
present. This transference would offer the possibility of using flexible substrates to
the thin film photovoltaic technology.
Another alternative for future is to capitalize the results obtained in TCO analysis
and the degree of knowledge acquired during the same, opening the door to their appli-
cation in the flexible microelectronic industry, which is expected to have a significant
growth in the next few years.
As a third line, the degree of optimization achieved in the selective ablation process
allows to propose novel applications of the photovoltaic devices in the field of building
integration, especially of those which leverage the effects of controlled transparency.
Lastly, we could purpose the application of the knowledge acquired in selective abla-
tion of thin film layers to the crystalline silicon photovoltaic technologies, in particular
the ones based in heterojunction cells with interdigitated back contact cells (IBC),
technology that is currently focusing the interest of the scientific community within the
photovoltaic area [30].
It is important to highlight that the research group to which the author belongs
has already initiated works on all these areas.
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